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Abstract 

The Southern Ocean circulation plays a central role in the dyna1nics of past and future 

global clin1ate change. However , due to a scarcity of observations and t he difficulty of 

accuratel} n1odelling t he Southern Ocean : we lack a con1prehensive understanding of how 

the circulation responds to change. The energetic eddy field directly impacts the response 

of the circulation: but the sn1all scale of the eddies has generally been below the resolution 

of nun1erical ocean 111odels . This t hesis 111akes use of two high resolution idealised ocean 

111odels to investigate the role of eddies in 1nodifying the response of the Southern Ocean 

circulation to changing ,vind stress and surface buoyancy for cing. 

The si1nulations den1onstrate that the eddy field is significant 111 the dynamical re

sponse. but that the in1pact on different aspects of the circulation is complex and subtle. 

The Antarctic Circun1polar Current (A.CC) transport increases only weakly in response 

to enhanced Southern Ocean wind stress: due to the enhanced eddy field : v1.1hich effi ciently 

eliniinates n1on1entun1 input . In contrast : the eddy field only partially co1npensates \'i1ind

driven increases in the upp er overturning circulation: resulting in a n1oderate overturning 

increase in response to enhanced westerly ,vinds. Southern Ocean heat uptake is also 

shown to be dependent on changes in the eddy field. ldid-depth v1.rarnling occurs prin1arily 

due to a decrease in the upward eddy heat fillX : associated -with reduced isopycnal tem

perat ure gradients in a warn1er cli1nate . HoVi-eveL increased wind stress n1ay reduce the 

111.id-depth heat uptake: a transient cooling trend arises fron1 the wind-driven enhancen1ent 

of the vertical eddy heat filL"'<. 

The uncoupled idealised n1odels also pernlit an in-depth analysis of the response of the 

Southern Ocean overturning to changes in Sluface buoyancy forcing. _;~_ suite of buoyancy 

forcing pertlubations show that 111.id-latitude heat and freshVi-ater filL-xes n1ay be as signifi

cant as wind stress in altering the strength of the upper overturning circulation. Analysis 

of the t ransient n1odel response to a range of Sluface buoyancy forcing perturbations also 

indicates that recent obserYations are consistent Vi'ith a slowdown of the lower overturning 

cell . 

In su111111arY. this thesis has refined our understanding of hoVi- the large scale South

ern Ocean circulation resp onds to atn1ospheric change and the role of the eddy field in 

n1odifying t hat response . This work pro,-ides a basis to int erpret the 1nore con1plicated 

response of coupled and coarse resolution 111odels . 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The Southern Ocean overt urning circulation provides a unique pathway for the deep wat er 

rnasses of the global ocean t o return to t he surface, creating a 1nechanism for the t ransfer 

of carbon and heat between the deep ocean and the atn1osphere (Tvl arshall and Speer , 

2012). The strength of upwelling in t he Southern Ocean controls t he release of CO2 from 

t he ocean and is t herefore central to the dynamics of past (Sigm an et al. , 2010) and future 

(Takahashi et al. , 2012) global cli1nat e change. Evidence suggests that t he atinospheric 

CO2 changes at the heart of t he cyclic glacial-interglacial t ransit ions over t he last n1illion 

years vvere driven by physical changes in t he rate of Sout hern Ocean upvvelling (Skinner 

et al. , 2010) . ld eanwhile, present-day absorpt ion of carbon and heat by t he Sout hern Ocean 

is a significant n1it igating influence on t he rate of ant hropogenic atn1ospheric warming 

(Sabine et al. , 2004; Levit us et al. , 2012) . Yets t he pathways, volu1ne transport and 

cont rolling forcing of t he Sout hern Ocean circulation re1nain poorly understood con1pared 

wit h other regions of t he world :s oceans. The ren1oteness and-severity of t he environn1ent 

has led to a paucity of observations, both spatially and ten1porally, ·while t he computational 

burden of resolving t he s1nall scale eddy field has slowed nun1erical n1odelling progress . 

This int roductory chapter revieVirs our current understanding (prior to t he results of 

t his t hesis) of the large scale circulation in t he Sout hern Ocean and t he role it plays 

in global clin1ate . Section 1.1 int roduces t he Sout hern Ocean circulation : t he different 

con1ponents and t heir sensit ivity to changing atn1ospheric fo rcing, and so1ne of t he open 

questions and challenges in t he field. Sections 1.2 and 1. 3 provide n1otivational background 

for the research in t his t hesis, addressing t he dynan1ical role of t he Sout hern Ocean over

t urning circulation in glacial-interglacial cycles and ant hropogenic clin1ate change . 

1.1 Southern Ocean circulation 

1.1.1 Mean state 

The unblocked circun1pola.r passage around _Antarctica pern1its tv10 unique features of t he 

global ocean circulation , shown sche1natically in Figure 1.1. One is t he world:s largest 

ocean current - t he eastward fioViring Antarctic Circun1polar Current (ACC) - wit h a vol

un1e t ransport of rv 140 Sv (1 Sv = 106 1n3s- 1; Cunninghan1 et al. , 2003 ) . The other is t he 

upwelling li1nb of the 111eridional (nort h-sout h) overt urning circulation, which t ransports 

deep waters forn1ed around Antarctica and in the Nort h At lan t ic back to t he surface . 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the large scale Southern Ocean circulation. Isopycnal layers ( colour 

shows ocean density) t ilt up towards Antarctica on t he left, linked to the zonal Antarctic Circu111-

polar Current (ACC; yellow arrows and black streainlines) through a thern1al wind balance. Up

welling 111odified North Atlantic Deep \Nater (NADW) splits at the surface into the two branches 

of the n1eridional overturning circulation. vVarming and freshening permits northward Ekinan 

transport in the surface layer to close t he upper cell , while dense water forn1ation near the coast of 

Antarct ica replenishes the lower cell with Antarctic Bott0111 vVater (AABW). [Figure constructed 

from data sourced fr0111 a global 1VI01VI4 si111ulation run by Paul Spence.] 

The strongly tilted density layers (isopycnals) in the Southern Ocean are central to 

both the ACC and the overturning circulation. A co1nbinat ion of strong westerly winds 

and surface heat and freshwater fluxes set the mean stratification. The winds drive a t hin 

Ekn1an layer, which, due to the rotation of the Earth, transports water northward in t he 

upper few hundred rnetres of t he ocean. The northward n1ove1nent of the surface waters 

tilts up the isopycnals in the south ; so that modified North Atlantic Deep Water (NADvV) 

outcrops at the surface. The avai lable potential energy stored in the tilted isopycnals is 

re lPased into 111esoscale eddies - coherent vortices roughly 10 -50 kin in size - through a 

process known as baroclinic instability. The eddy field acts to oppose the wind-driven 

strepening of the isopycnals and the resulting isopycnal slopes are pri1narily a balance 

between the con1peting effects of the Ekn1an and eddy-driven contributions. Latitudinally 

\rcu-)·ing heat and freshwater fl uxes at the surface also contribute to setting the 1nean 

stratification in the Southern Ocean. 

South of the vvind stres~ 111axin1un1. the latitudinal variation in wind stress creates a 

cliq:irgcncc in the surface Ekn1an transport . which draws up 1noclifiecl N ADW fron1 belovv. 

Derp ,,·a tC'r upwrlls southward and approxi1nately a.cl iabatically along the sloping isopyc

nals ( i. r . " ·it h little 111ixing across clensi t:; layers unt il it reaches the surface) . Below t he 
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level of the shallowest topography in the unblocked passage ( occurring at Drake Passage 

- the gap between Antarctica and South America) , the southward flow may be sustained 

by zonal (east-west) pressure gradients across the topography. Above the Drake Passage 

sill , upwelling is only possible through the mass flux induced by the eddy field , which 

occurs via zonal variations in the thickness of isopycnal layers , giving rise to the necessary 

pressure gradients to drive the meridional flow (Speer et al. , 2000b). If the meridional 

transports are integrated along lines of latitude (known as a zonally averaged framework) , 

two separate Southern Ocean overturning cells are clear , with the upwelling waters divid

ing into two branches at the surface (Figure 1.1). The upper cell returns lighter water 

masses , after warming and freshening at the surface, northward towards the equator in 

the upper Ekman layer. Sea ice forming polynyas around Antarctica modify the upwelled 

waters entering the abyssal cell , returning cold, dense Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) 

northward along the bottom topography. 

Viewed in three dimensional space , observations suggest that the global overturning 

circulation is rather more complicated and interconnected than what is implied by the 

simplified zonally averaged picture (Lumpkin and Speer , 2007; Marshall and Speer , 2012; 

Talley, 2013). In this framework , the two overturning cells are intrinsically connected. 

After up\iVelling in the Southern Ocean, modified NADW flows primarily southward (not 

northward) at the surface to form bottom water around Antarctica and fill the abyss of 

the Indian and Pacific basins as AABW. The deep water formation regions in the North 

Atlantic are fed primarily from water masses most recently upwelled in the Southern 

Ocean from the AABW pathway via the Indian and Pacific basins , instead of the direct 

NADW pathway. Rather than the two nearly independent overturning cells that appear in 

the zonal-average framework , the new global conceptual picture more closely resembles a 

single loop , linking all ocean basins and deep water formation regions. However , while our 

understanding of the dynamical controls on the overturning remains far from complete, 

progress can be made through attempts to first understand the overturning in a simplified 

framework. 

The upwelling is distributed around the Southern Ocean and , despite its importance for 

global climate, has a transport of roughly one fifth the 1nagnitude of the ACC transport. 

Assuming evenly distributed circumpolar upwelling and a net transport of 30 Sv, the 

1nean vertical velocity is only rv50 m / yr. v\Tith present measurement techniques , it is 

impossible to directly measure such small velocities against the large background noise of 

the eddy field , which may induce transient vertical velocities of up to 200 n1/ day (Rivas 

et al. , 2008). Knowledge of the pathways and transport of the overturning circulation has 

therefore been inferred from indirect methods , such as tracing of water 1nass properties 

( e.g. temperature , salinity, oxygen) in hydrographic sections. However , the scarcity of 

measurements results in large uncertainties in the observational transport estimates of 

rv30-60% (Talley , 2008). The necessity of resolving eddies , due to their central role in 

the upwelling above topography, has also slnwed progress in numerical 1nodelling of the 

Southern Ocean overturning circulation. 
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The Antarctic Circun1polar Current arises through a t hennal wind balance with t he 

1neridional density gradient. That is, the strength of the ACC transport is directly related 

to the slope of the isopycnals in the Southern Ocean (Rintoul et al. , 2001). Satellite 

observations and high resolution idealised nu1nerical models have illustrated the co1nplex 

structure of the ACC ( e.g. surface streamlines in Figure 1.1). The energetic Southern 

Ocean eddy field splits the current into multiple jets that divide and 1nerge along the 

circumpolar path. 

1.1.2 Sensitivity to surface forcing 

The significance of the Southern Ocean for global climate arises largely due to the capacity 

of the ocean circulation to respond to changes in external forcing. However , the dyna1nics 

of how the circulation responds to forcing perturbations is uncertain. The sensitivity of 

the Southern Ocean overturning to changing wind stress and buoyancy fluxes is one of 

t he largest unknowns in solving the puzzle of glacial-interglacial transitions , as well as in 

predicting the extent of future climate change . 

The upper overturning circulation in the Southern Ocean is commonly considered to 

be wind-driven, due to t he central role of the divergent surface Ekman transport in driving 

upwelling (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1993; Marshall and Speer , 2012). In this simple view, 

unifonn increases in wind stress enhance the divergence and therefore the rate of upwelling. 

Coarse resolut ion 1nodelling studies support this theory, showing overturning increasing 

in proportion to westerly wind stress (Saenko et al. , 2005). However , over the last decade, 

models that partially resolve the eddy field , known as eddy pennitting models, have shown 

that the response of t he eddy field to changing wind stress co1n plicates t he simple wind

driven theory (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan , 2006 ; Farneti et al. , 2010). Eddies act to relax 

the isopycnal tilt , effectively providing a southward 1nass transport in the surface layers of 

the Southern Ocean. As the wind stress increases, the eddy field increases approximately 

linearly (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Abernathey et al. , 201 1; Meredith et al. , 2012) 1 

causing an increase in t he southward transport , which opposes the wind-driven increase 

in the northward Ek1nan t ransport. Therefore in t he presence of eddies, the overturning 

sensitivity to wind stress is decreased. This pheno1nenon is tenned eddy compensation. 

Extrapolating from the results of coarse resolut ion and eddy pennitting studies, it has been 

hypothesised that . in eddy resolving n1odels or the real ocean, wind-driven increases in 

the southward eddy transport 1nay exactly counteract increases in the northward Ekn1an 

t ransport (Hallberg and Gnanaclesikan. 2006: Farneti et al.. 2010 ). Such perfect eddy 

con1p ensation would yield the upper overturning cell co1npletely insensitive to changes in 

wind stress . 

l ea rly all sensitivity studies of the upper overt urning circulation have focused on the 

response to ,,-incl stress changes . clue to the wind-driven overturning hypothesis of Togg

,n :'iler and Sann1els ( 1995). However . air-sea fluxes of heat and precipitation in the n1icl

latitucles abo pla~- a critical role in the overturning clyna1nics by allowing the conversion 

of dense 11pwellecl " -a tcr n1asses into the lighter water n1asses of the Ek1nan layer (Speer 
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et al. , 2000b). While it has been proposed that changing mid-latitude buoyancy fluxes 

may have played a significant role in driving the enhanced overturning and outgassing 

following the Last Glacial Maximum (Watson and Naveira Garabato, 2006) , the idea has 

not been extensively tested. 

There is some confusion over the influence of wind stress on the lower overturning 

cell. The proposed theory of Toggweiler et al. (2006) for the Southern Ocean control on 

the glacial-interglacial atmospheric CO2 variability relied on an enhancement of the lower 

overturning cell with increased or southerly shifted westerly winds. Several numerical 

modelling studies have demonstrated an increase in the lower overturning cell in response 

to enhanced westerly winds, but have failed to produce the required control on atmo

spheric CO2 (Menviel et al. , 2008; Tschumi et al. , 2008; D 'Orgeville et al. , 2010). Recent 

theoretical scaling arguments predict the opposite: that the strength of the lower cell de

creases as wind stress increases (Nikurashin and Vallis , 2012). An analysis of the third 

Coupled Model Intercomparison Project ( CJVIIP3) models also suggests that stronger wind 

stress would weaken the abyssal overturning in the Southern Ocean (Saenko et al. , 2012). 

JVIeanwhile Stewart and Thompson (2012) find that , although the abyssal overturning is 

relatively insensitive to the midlatitude westerlies , there may be a strong dependence on 

the weaker polar easterlies. In their model, increases in the easterly wind stress near the 

coast of Antarctica reduce eddy activity over the continental slope , thereby increasing the 

dominance of the mean wind-driven component of the overturning. While the sensitivity 

of the lower overturning circulation to changing wind stress remains unclear , a solution 

for the Southern Ocean control on the atmospheric CO2 concentration could lie with the 

dynamics of the upper overturning cell. Lauderdale et al. (2013) ran a series of South

ern Ocean simulations with varying wind stress and buoyancy forcing and found a linear 

relationship between the strength of the upper overturning cell and atmospheric CO2. 

Furthermore , buoyancy forcing is a more prominent controlling factor on the sensitivity 

of the abyssal overturning circulation. Sea ice formation on Antarctic shelves creates cold , 

salty shelf waters , which descend the continental slope to form Antarctic Bottom Water. 

JVIodelling studies with increases in either atmospheric CO2 or melting of Antarctic ice 

sheets respond with a reduction in the volume and density of dense water production ( e.g. 

Stouffer et al. , 2007; Swingedouw et al. , 2008; JVIenviel et al. , 2010). In many models this 

reduction in deep water formation leads to a dramatic shut down of the lower overturn

ing cell. However , the air-sea heat and freshwater flux thresholds which may result in a 

shutdown of the lower overturning cell in the real ocean are unknown, due to the inacces

sibility of the Antarctic dense water formation regions and the difficulty of modelling the 

small-scale convective structures. 

Finally, the transport of the ACC may be influenced by any factor that can change the 

tilt of the Southern Ocean isopycnals. Local surface heat and freshwater flux perturbations 

may change the density structure of the water column and therefore the ACC transport 

(Gent et al. , 2001; Hogg, 2010). Reorganisation of the deep ocean stratification through 

changes in remote ( e.g. Northern Hemisphere) forcing also affects ACC transport (Fuckar 
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and Vallis. 2007). However , n1odels and observations indicate that ACC transport is 

only weakly sensitive to changes in wind stress (Nieredith and Hogg , 2006 ; Hallberg and 

Gnanadesikan , 2006 ; Farneti et al. , 2010; Jones et al. , 2011) . The limited sensitivity 

of the ACC transport is thought to be a result of the near linear response of the eddy 

kinetic energy to increasing wind stress. As the enhanced wind stress acts to steepen 

isopycnals , a 111ore active eddy field opposes by flattening the isopycnals. This 111echanisrn 

is known as eddy saturation ( distinct from eddy compensation , which refers to lirniting of 

the overturning sensitivity). 

1.2 Glacial-interglacial cycles and the Southern Ocean 

Pockets of gas trapped in Antarctic and Greenland ice cores reveal a striking pattern in 

the history of atmospheric CO2 (Figure 1.2; Petit et al. , 1997). Cold glacial periods with 

low at1nospheric CO2 are terminated by rapid warming and enhanced atmospheric CO2, 

with a cyclic period of roughly 100 ,000 years . The regularity of the glacial-interglacial 

transitions , without an obvious trigger or dynamical sequence, has confounded scientists 

for decades ( e.g. Siegenthaler and Wenk, 1984; Sig1nan and Boyle , 2000; Broecker , 2009; 

Fischer et al., 2010). 
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Figure 1.2: Da ta from the Vostok ice core in Antarctica, showing the last four glacia l cycles 

(from P eti t et al. , 1997). a) Variation in Antarctic temperature relative to preindustri al climate. 

b) Atmospheric CO2 concentrat ion. Note tha t the tin1e axis is reversed. 

A n1aj or breakthrough can1e fro1n the record of atn1ospheric radiocarbon. J.4 C: over 

the las t glacial c::cle (Hughen et al. . 2006) . l -tc is fonned in the atrnosphere through 

the int eraction of cosn1ic rays with nitrogen and decays with a half-life of ""'6000 years. 

As the Earth " ·arn1ed o\·er the last 20.000 years (since the Last Glacial 1'Iaxin1u1n) and 

atn1ospheric CO2 increased. the a t111ospheric 1"1C concentration sin1ultaneously decreased. 

The drop i11 l-1 C in1plicates glacial carbon storage in the deep ocean. resulting in an isolated 

aged carbon resen·oir. Skinner ct al. (2010 ) located a deep Southern Ocean water 1nass 
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with a corresponding glacial-interglacial history of 14C, providing observational evidence 

that the interglacial rise in atmospheric CO2 is closely linked to Southern Ocean upwelling 

rates. 

Debate is ongoing about the relative roles of upwelling from the upper or lower over

turning cells and whether the changes in upwelling were primarily wind or buoyancy driven. 

As outlined in Section 1.1.2, Toggweiler et al. (2006) proposed that atmospheric CO2 in

creased as a result of enhanced upwelling and outgassing from the lower cell, driven by 

increased or southerly shifted westerly winds. They argue that only changes in the lower 

overturning cell can be important, because the upwelled carbon is drawn from depths 

>2000 m. Yet paleoceanographic models have failed to demonstrate a link between the 

strength of the lower overturning cell and atmospheric CO2 concentration (Menviel et al., 

2008; Tschumi et al., 2008; D'Orgeville et al., 2010). Furthermore, recent theory and cou

pled model analyses suggest that the lower overturning cell actually scales inversely with 

westerly wind stress (Nikurashin and Vallis, 2012; Saenko et al., 2012). An alternative 

hypothesis is that carbon outgassing increased following the Last Glacial Maximum due 

to an enhancement of the upper overturning cell, driven either by increased wind stress or 

increased heat and freshwater fluxes in the midlatitudes (Watson and N aveira Garabato, 

2006). The question of how the abyssal carbon (at depths >2000 m) enters the upwelling 

limb of the upper overturning cell (usually <2000 m) may be solved by either increased 

interior vertical mixing (Watson and Naveira Garabato, 2006) or a wind-driven deepening 

of the upper cell (Barker et al., 2010; Nikurashin and Vallis, 2012). Further support for 

outgassing driven by changes in the upper cell, rather than the lower cell, is provided by 

the recent modelling study of Lauderdale et al. (2013), which found a linear relationship 

between the strength of the upper overturning cell and atmospheric CO2. 

1.3 Anthropogenic climate change and the Southern Ocean 

There is a strong signature of human-induced climate change in the Southern Ocean. 

The warming trend is more intense and deep-reaching compared with the global average, 

due to the connection between the surface and deep ocean provided by the overturning 

circulation (Gille, 2008; Purkey and Johnson, 2010). Freshening also extends through 

the water column to the abyssal water masses (Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Purkey and 

Johnson, 2013). 

The fast timescale of the Southern Ocean changes indicate that they have likely been 

driven by changes in the local forcing. Due to changes in both atmospheric ozone and 

CO2 forcing, the westerly winds have strengthened and shifted southward (Thompson and 

Solomon, 2002; Marshall, 2003). Climate models predict that this trend will likely continue 

in the future, despite ozone recovery (Bracegirdle et al., 2013). Surface air temperatures 

have increased ( Chapman and Walsh, 2007). It is likely that precipitation over far southern 

latitudes has also increased due to an amplified hydrological cycle (Durack et al., 2012) 

and positive trend in the Southern Annular Mode (Karoly, 2003). Freshwater input into 
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the Southern Ocean fro1n Antarctic ice sheet 111elt is also accelerating (Rignot et al.. 2011 ). 

Due to the uncer tainty in t he sensitivity of t he Sout hern Ocean circulation . it ren1ains 

unclecu- ,,·hat effect t hese forcing changes ,vill have on t he ACC and overt urning circulat ion. 

An obserYational a.nal:vsis of recent changes in the zonally averaged isopycnal slopes in 

t he Sout hern Ocean concluded t hat t here have been no det ect able changes in the ACC 

transport to date (Boning et al. 2008) . Several studies have suggested t hat the upper 

OYer turning circulat ion 111a.y have increased in response to enhanced \\resterly ,vinds. using 

indirect observations including an inverse calculat ion of atn1ospheric CO2 history (Le 

Quere et al.. 2007) . t rends in ship-based pC0 2 111easuren1ents (Takahashi et al. : 201 2) 

a.nd spatial patterns of change in ocean chlorofluorocarbon concent rations (vVaugh et al. : 

201 3). \:Vhile t he indi·vidual uncertainty in each of t hese 111ethods prohibits a conclusive 

result. t he agreen1ent between t hen1 adds plausibility to t he hypothesis t hat t he upper 

OYert urning cell 111a.y be strengthening due to clin1at e change . Changes in t he upper 

overt urning circulation 111ay have severe in1plica.t ions for the rate of global \Varn1ing. The 

oceans have absorbed 30% of t he additional CO2 t hat hun1ans have released into t he 

atn1osphere uver t he period 1960-2008 (Le Quere et al. : 2009) . Around half of t hat CO2 

has been absorbed sout h of 30°S (Takahashi et a.l.: 2012). due to t he overt urning of ·water 

111asses b:· t he Sout hern Ocean circulation. Enhanced upv.relling would likely increase the 

outgassing of natural carbon fron1 the deep ocean. offsetting t he uptake of ant hropogenic 

carbon in t he short tern1 (Le Quere et a.l. . 2007: Takahashi et al. . 2012). The resultant 

increase in atn1ospheric CO2 and ten1perature could lead to a posit ive feedback. driving 

furt her increases in t he strength of upwelling and outgassing in t he Sout hern Ocean . 

ObserYations of t he ab:·ssal Sout hern Ocean indicat e that Antarctic Botton1 vVater is 

y\·an ning (Purke:· and Johnson. 2010: I(ouket u et al.. 201 1) and freshening (Purkey and 

Johnson. 2013) . I(a,Yano et al. (2010) infe rred t hat the warn1ing n1a:· be linked to a change 

in the transport of t he lo,Yer o,·erturning circulation . since t he obserYed warn1ing pattern 

is concentrated on _--L..\B\Y pat h,,·a:·s and dept h le, ·els. I(ouketsu et al. (2011) also h:vpot h

esised a reduction in transport of the lo,,·er o,·ert urning cell. based on the correlat ion in 

their ocean reanal:·sis data bet,Yeen t he a b: ·ssal ,,·an n ing and AAB\\-- t ransport . Ho,,·e, ·er. 

act ual transport obse1Tations are too scarce and uncertain to conclu ·i\·el: · sho,,· a change 

in thl' lcm·er oYerturning cell (Shi1nada et al. . 2012 ). It ren1ains possible that the re1note 

changes in AAB\\ -- properties n1a:· be caused b: · ten1perat ure and salinity changes at the 

forn1 c1 t ion regions . or enhanced deep 1nixing. rat her than reel uced \·ol un1e fl uxes. 

1.4 Research orientation 

The research prE'sent ecl in this t llE's is hc1s been able to contribute t o long-standing ques

t il)llS in the DC' lcl through the use of an idealised. high resolution ocean 1nodelling approach. 

\\ -hil r 111c111:· pre, ·ious stucli ' S ha,·e used 111ore con1prehensiYe n1odels . such as the global 

n)uplt'd 111odcb used for the I11t ergo,·ern111ent al Panel on Clin1ate Change (IPCC ) reports. 

r hl' l'Otnpu tclt io1w l dt'1nancl of incorporn ting 111anY different c lin1a te s,·sten1 elen1ents re-
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stricts the resolution of such models and thereby introduces the need for parameterisation 

of the eddy field. Smaller domain , high resolution uncoupled ocean models have the advan

tage of explicitly resolving the eddy field , which has an order one effect on the response of 

the Southern Ocean circulation. Although the exact quantitative response of the Southern 

Ocean circulation can not be determined using idealised models, the dynamical insights 

gained through these methods have significantly advanced progress in understanding the 

Southern Ocean circulation and its role in global climate. 

The first two chapters are a sensitivity analysis of the upper overturning circulation in 

the Southern Ocean in response to changing atmospheric forcing. Chapter 2 investigates 

the influence of midlatitude buoyancy forcing on the strength of the upper overturning 

cell. In Chapter 3, the extent of eddy compensation and eddy saturation are examined 

under a range of wind stress perturbations and model resolutions. 

The final two chapters seek to explain elements of the temperature changes that have 

been observed in the Southern Ocean in recent decades , through an improved understand

ing of the changes in ocean circulation. Chapter 4 presents an investigation of possible 

mechanisms affecting the accelerated mid-depth heat uptake in the Southern Ocean mid

latitudes. The role of eddies and changes in the upper overturning circulation in modifying 

both wind and surface warming driven changes in heat content are assessed. Chapter 5 

brings attention to observations of recent sea surface temperature cooling south of 50°S in 

the Southern Ocean. The observations are compared to the transient response of an ide

alised model to surface warming and freshwater perturbations and a possible ocean-driven 

mechanism is put forward to explain the cooling trend. 
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Chapter 2 

Sensitivity of the Southern Ocean overturning 
circulation to surface buoyancy forcing 

Abstract 

The sensitivity of the Southern Ocean overturning to altered surface buoy

ancy forcing is investigated in a series of eddy-permitting, idealised simula

tions. The modelled response indicates that heat and freshwater fluxes in the 

Southern Hemisphere mid-latitudes may play a significant role in setting the 

strength of the overturning circulation. Enhanced buoyancy fluxes act to in

crease the meridional overturning up to a limit approaching the wind-driven 

Ekman transport. The sensitivity of the overturning to surface buoyancy forc

ing is strongly dependent on the relative locations of the wind stress profile , 

buoyancy forcing and upwelling region. The numerical simulations provide 

support for the hypothesis that changes in upwelling during deglaciations may 

have been driven by changes in heat and freshwater fluxes , instead of, or in 

addition to , changes in wind stress. 

2.1 Introduction 

The southern limb of the oceanic meridional overturning circulation plays a key role in the 

Earth 's response to climate change. The rise in atmospheric CO2 at glacial-interglacial 

transitions has been attributed to outgassing of enhanced upwelling water masses in the 

Southern Ocean (Skinner et al. , 2010) , while subducting water masses currently represent 

a significant fraction of the global anthropogenic CO2 sink ( Gruber et al. , 2009). Despite 

the significance of the Southern Ocean overturning to past and future climate change, the 

dynamics and sensitivity to forcing changes are poorly understood. 

The upper cell of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning is commonly considered 

to be a wind-driven circulation, with dense waters upwelling along steeply tilted isopyc

nals , driven by divergent Ekman transport at the surface (Toggweiler and Samuels , 1993). 

Coarse resolution modelling studies support this theory, showing overturning increasing 

in proportion to westerly wind stress (Saenko et al. , 2005). JVIore recently, investigations 

into the response of the overturning to changing wind stress in eddy-permitting models 

have revealed the significance of the eddy field to the overturning dynamics; increases in 

11 
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Ekn1an transport are at least partially con1pensat ecl by increases in opposing eddy-induced 

transport . in1plying only a ·weak sensitivity of t he net residual overturning t ransport to 

\\-ind stress (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan. 2006: \ / iebahn and Eden : 2010: Farneti et al.. 

2010). The fo cus of these n1odelling studies has been on t he effect of wind stress forcing 

on the overturning; while very little n1odelling work has exa1nined the response of the 

oYerturning to changes in surface buoyancy forcing. 

Air-sea fluxes of heat and precipitation over the Antarctic Circu1npolar Current (ACC ) 

region are necessary for the conversion of dense up·welled water n1asses into lighter waters at 

the surface (Speer et al.: 2000b) . Theoretical fran1evvorks , based on zonally averaged rep

resentations of t he 1neridional overturning circulation (lv'Iarshall and R adko , 2003; R adko 

and I(an1enkovich , 2011) , shoviT the 1nagnitude of the overturning increasing linearly with 

the net buoyancy flux supplied to the surface n1ixed layer. \i\Thile the effect of mid-latitude 

buoyancy fluxes on the overturning has not been extensively tested in an eddy-permitting 

nun1erical n1odel, coarse resolution si1nulations have highlighted the link between southern 

hen1isphere 1nid-latitude freshwater for cing and the formation of deep water in t he North 

Atlantic (Saenko et al. , 2003). It has also been proposed that the increase in atn1ospheric 

CO2. observed at t he end of the last glacial 1naxin1u1n, ,vas a result of increased upwelling 

in the Southern Ocean , driven by an increased surface buoyancy flux (\i\Tatson and _ J aveira 

Garabato . 2006). In addition, observational studies have shown that heat and freshwater 

fluxes into t he Southern Ocean have increased over the past few decades (Boning et al. , 

2008) and n1odelling studies sugge t t hat this trend ,vill cont inue with future cli1nate 

change (Bracegirdle et al. , 2008). However : due to the sparse coverage of flux data in t he 

Southern Ocean and the difficulties of investigat ing buoyancy forcing in coupled clin1ate 

1nodels. the dependence of the 1neridional overturning on surface buoyancy forcing has not 

been fully explored. 

In t his paper we investigat e t he dependence of t he overturning on surface buoyancy 

forcing in the n1id-latitudes through a series of ecldy-pen11itting . idealised si1nulations of 

the Southern Ocean. 

2.2 Model 

\Ye use GOLD. the pri1niti,-e equation. isop~-cnal layered ocean n1oclel of Hallberg and 

Gnanaclesikan (2006 ). ,,-hich is a recent adapta tion of the Hallberg Isop~-cnal :).Iodel (Hall

berg. 199.S ) . The icleali eel clo1nain i a zonally reentrant. --10° ,Yide sector of the Southern 

Ocean ,Yith a sin1ple Drake P assage-like si ll (Figure 2.l a) . A :).Iercator grid. with grid 

~ize decrec1.sing to11·arcls the sout hern boundar~-. is e1nployecl at t11·0 different horizontal 

re:-;olutions ( l/_1::: and 1/~2
) . resultinrr in square grid cells of site 1--1 kn1 (1/ .1°) and 7 kn1 

( l/s 2
) at 60 ::: S. The latitucli.nal e:;.;:tent is fro1n 70°S to the equator. A sponge of " ·idth 

·1 2 at the equator rela:;.;:es the clensit~· strat ificat ion t o obsen ·at ional data (Le,-itus. 2010) 

at the northern boundary ,Yi th a decay tin1escale of 1 cla~-. This allo"-s an effectiYe pa

ra1net erisa tion of :\"orth Atlc-n1tic Deep \\-ater (:\"AD\Y) fonnation . ,Yithout constraining 
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Figure 2.1: (a) Bathymetry, with spatial distribution of buoyancy forcing shown in contours. 

(b) Zonally averaged wind stress (black) and theoretical zonally integrated Ekman-induced up

welling in each meridional grid cell (red). ( c) Zonally averaged buoyancy forcing ( control in black, 
perturbations in colour). 

incoming velocities. Bathymetry consists of an Antarctic shelf and Drake Passage-like sill , 

providing an unblocked circumpolar passage down to 2500 m below the surface, with a 

maximum ocean depth of 4000 m. A three layer bulk mixed layer is used , in addition to 

nine interior constant density layers (shown in Figure 2.2a). Biharmonic viscosity with an 

additional Smagorinsky component provides numerical closure. Biharmonic coefficients 

are set to 2x1011 m4 s-1 (1/4°) and 2x1010 m4 s-1 (1/s0
). A weak diapycnal diffusivity of 

10-5 m2 s-1 in the interior ensures a largely adiabatic circulation. The control cases are 

spun up for rvl20 years (Figure 2.2c). Perturbations from the end of the control spin-up 

are allowed to reach equilibrium ( rv30 years) , and 25 year averages after these spin-up 

times were used for the results presented in this paper. 
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F ig ure 2 .2 : (a) Zonally and ten1porally averaged isopycnal layers for the 1/ 0 control si1nulation. 

(b ) Snapshot of surface potent ia l density for the 1/s0 control simulation. ( c) Timeseries of 1/ 8° 

m·erturning spinup. The n1axin1un1 of the upper (lower ) cell in the control run a t 30°S is shown in 

b lack (blue) . \Yith the buoyancy forc ing p erturba tion 16 x 10- 9 m 2 . - 3 shown in red . The \·ertical 

line indicates the point aft er \Yhich the 2.S year aYerages \\·ere calcula t ed . ( d ) Residual overturning 

st reamfunction in den ity space for the 1/ 0 control sin1ulat ion. Positive values (red ) indica te clock

\\·i ·e tra nsport . \\·hile nega ti\·e \·a lues (blue) indicat e anti-clock\\·ise transports . The \·ertical black 

lines shmY t he ext ent of the unblocked circun1polar pas. age ( a bm·e the s ill ) . Horizonta l sec tions 

of t he st ream fu nct ion imply adiaba tic transport a long isopycnal la\·ers . Since t he isopycnals a re 

s trongl~· t ilt ed in t he south . t his also indicates up\Yelling . 

The 111odellecl res idual o\·erturning 1s forced by zonally and t e111pora ll>· invariant . s 1-

nu. ·oida. l \\·incls . \\·ith a n1axi111u111 of 0 .12 ~ 111 - 2 a t .S0°S (Figure 2.lb) . The idealised 

buo>·anc>· forcing used in the 111odel (Figure 2. la .c) is based on net hea t and fresh\va ter 

surface fiuxe--; cler i\·ecl fro111 se\·era l observationa l a nd reanab·sis products. Sparse d a t a 

co\·er age ( a nd loose l_\· constra ined reanal_\·ses) over the Southern Ocean is no in1p eclin1ent 

to this stucb ·. as our fra. n1e\\·ork t es t s the sensiti\·it>· of the overturning to forcing cha nges . 

rat her tha n s innd a. ti ng the exac t structure a.nd n1agnitude of t lie overturning . The region 

of 111id-lati titude p ositi \·e b uo>·a nc>· fo rcing (ie . ac ting to decrease the d ensity of surface 

\\·1:-1.ters ) in t he control run has a 1nagnitucle of -l x 10- 9 1112 s-:3 . incorpora.ting both heat and 

frC'sll\vater fl uxes. The region of negati\·p buo>·ancy forcing has a zonal average peaking 

at -6 x 10- C) 111
2 s-:3. b ut is spc1 tia ll>· loca lised (a necessa. r>· condition for the fon11a tion of 
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an Antarctic Bottom Water cell in this model). We use a fixed, non-interactive buoyancy 

flux, to allow precise control of surface buoyancy forcing and an increased ability to isolate 

dynamical processes. 

2.3 Results 

The surface forcing generates a Southern Ocean-like state (Figure 2.2) with tilted isopy

cnals, an energetic eddy field with associated fronts and jets and two overturning cells 

which broadly resemble observations (Speer et al. , 2000b). The lower Antarctic Bottom 

Water cell is driven principally by the negative buoyancy forcing near the southern bound

ary. The ACC transport in the model is 108 Sv in the 1/4° runs and 91 Sv in the 1/s0 

runs. The upper meridional overturning cell simulates the upwelling of NADW in the 

latitudes unblocked by bathymetry. Scaled up to the full width of the Southern Ocean, 

the transports of the upper and lower cells in Figure 2.2d would be 23 Sv and 9 Sv re

spectively. The meridional overturning in the model is largely adiabatic in the interior , 

with diapycnal transport occurring predominantly in the mixed layers , as allowed by the 

surface buoyancy forcing and diapycnal eddy transports. 

As the mid-latitude surface buoyancy forcing is increased , so does the overturning in 

the upper cell (Figure 2.3), while the lower overturning cell is unaffected. Due to the 

adiabatic nature of the overturning, the changes in a single profile of the streamfunction 

( as shown in Figure 2.3a) are representative of the changes in the structure of the entire 

overturning cell. When surface buoyancy forcing is weak, the modelled overturning is 

substantially less than the magnitude of the wind-driven Ekman transport (Figure 2.3b). 

At progressively larger values of buoyancy forcing, the overturning approaches a limit close 

to the value of the Ekman transport ( offset by the opposing eddy-induced transport). The 

simulated 1/s0 overturning is less sensitive to buoyancy forcing than the overturning in 

the 1/4° model. Though it may appear that the reduced sensitivity in the 1/s0 model is 

a result of eddy compensation, this is not the case; the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is 

nearly insensitive to buoyancy forcing. In the 1/s0 model , a doubling of buoyancy forcing 

increases EKE by less than 5%, whereas a doubling of wind stress increases EKE by more 

than 100%. 

Increased buoyancy forcing results in an expected lightening of surface waters and an 

associated southward shift in the location of isopycnal layer outcropping (Figure 2.4a). The 

structure of the overturning in the interior remains largely unchanged and therefore the 

upwelling region also shifts southward, following the movement of the outcropping. Note 

that the data shown in Figure 2.4a indicates roughly the latitude of the northern edge of 

the upwelling , which is spread over a 5° - 8° latitude band. The limiting behaviour seen in 

Figure 2.4a arises due to the restricted range of the mid-latitude buoyancy forcing. There is 

nearly no change in the latitude of outcropping south of 50° - 55°S (Figure 2.4b). Therefore 

the upwelling shifts southward only so far as the mid-latitude buoyancy perturbations 

extend. The reduced surface density at high latitudes in the 1/ s0 model ( as indicated by 
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Figure 2. 4 and the 25% reduction in ACC transport con1pared with the 1( 1° 111odel) 111ay 

be linked to an enhancen1ent of t he eddy field at higher resolution . EKE is around 40% 

higher in t he 1/s0 rnodel and t he increased eddy fi eld acts to reduce the tilt of isopycnal 

layers near the surface, resulting in more southerly outcropping in the h igher resolution 

case . 
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F igure 2. 3 : (a) Transects of the overturning st reamfunction (such as shown in F igure 2.2d) at 

30°S fo r a range of buo\anc.v fo rcing perturbations. run at 1/s 0 resolu t ion. The upper (lower) 

m·e rturn ing cell is represented b~: positive (negat ive) streamfunction values . (b) l'viaxi1num of the 

m·crturning ::;tre:::unfunct ion at 30°S for \·aried surface buoyancy forc ing and resolu t ion. The error 

bars ::;hm\· the standard clevia t ion of 1 vear m·erturning averages from the 25 year mean. The 

horizontal black line indicates the maximum oft he analytically calc ulated Ekman transport . 
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Figure 2.4: (a) The variation, with applied buoyancy forcing, of the latitude at which the 1 Sv 

overturning streamfunction outcrops into the upper isopycnal layer. (b) Mixed layer density for 

a range of simulations with varied resolution and buoyancy forcing. All values in this figure are 

zonal and temporal (25 year) averages. 

2.4 Discussion 

These idealised model results indicate that the overturning circulation is sensitive to mid

latitude buoyancy forcing. Increases in buoyancy forcing act to shift the location of up

welling southward, while enhancing the overturning circulation. The enhanced upwelling 

is qualitatively consistent with theoretical predictions (JVIarshall and Radko, 2003; Radko 

and Kamenkovich, 2011) which indicate the need for water mass transformation to occur 

if upwelled water masses are to travel northwards in the surface layers without being im

mediately subducted. The change in upwelling location helps to control the sensitivity of 

the overturning to buoyancy forcing. 

The upwelling region in the model is determined by a number of factors, including 

bathymetry, the eddy field, wind and buoyancy forcing. The modelled upwelling therefore 

does not necessarily coincide with the location of the maximum potential Ekman-induced 

upwelling (profile shown in Figure 2.1 b). As the upwelling location is forced southward by 

the mid-latitude buoyancy forcing perturbations, the modelled upwelling shifts from a re-
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gion of low Ek111an-induced upwelling: southward to a region of higher Ekn1an-induced up-

1\·elling. The Ekn1an-induced upwelling transport (v x (7 /(paf)) 6. x 6.y ) increases rapidly 

fro1n zero at -J:5°S to a 1naxin1un1 at 56°S. The n1ore northerly location of the upwelling in 

the 1/ -1 ° runs with low buoyancy forcing (Figure 2.4a) results in a strong sensitivity of the 

overt urning to buoyancy forcing perturbationsi as the upwelling 1noves through a region 

with rapidly increasing Ek1nan-induced upwelling. The reduced sensitivity observed in 

t he 1/s 0 sin1ulations n1ay be traced to the increased stratification and the locat ion of the 

upwelling region on the boundary of the applied 1nid-latitude buoyancy forcing. However : 

the profile of t he Ek1nan-induced upwelling , which is nearly constant ( < 10% variation) 

over the range 52° - 61 °S, adds a further limit to the increase of the overturning circula

tion. Buoyancy forcing perturbations extending further south would not significantly alter 

the overturning sensitivity. 

In our 1nodel , the sensitivity depends on the relative locations of the wind stress i buoy

ancy forcing and upwelling. The greatest sensitivity occurred for low buoyancy forcing at 

1/4° resolution , as the upwelling region ·was located furthest from the latitude of maximu1n 

Ek1nan-induced upwelling. The sensitivity for other models and the real ocean may vary 

widely from our results , depending on the stratification and the exact location and details 

of topography, wind stress and buoyancy forcing. However: we have highlighted that the 

Southern Ocean overturning n1ay be strongly dependent on mid-latitude buoyancy forcing 

under certain conditions . Given the importance of the meridional overturning strength 

for the future of the oceanic CO2 sink, our results indicat e an urgent need to improve 

monitoring of Southern Ocean buoyancy forcing and overturning. 

The sensitivi ty of the overturning to changes in buoyancy forcing presented here m ay 

play a role in solving the 1nystery of glacial-interglacial transitions. Radiocarbon evidence 

supports the hypothesis t hat the increased at1nospheric CO2 observed in Antarct ic ice 

cores following the Last Glacial 1Iaximu1n was released fron1 deep water n1asses upwelling 

in the Southern Ocean (Skinner et al.. 2010) . though t he trigger and n1echanis1n for t he 

increased upwelling ren1ains unclear. Current theories rely predominantly on strengthening 

and southward shifting ,vinds as the driving force for increased upwelling (Toggweiler et al.. 

2006 ). Ho,vever. both obserYat ions and 1nodels have cast doubt on t his wind driven theory. 

P aleoreconstructions of \\·incl using pollen and dust sources are sparse and inconsistent 

(Fischer et al.. 2010 ). ,1·hile global coarse resolution n1odelling studies have shown that 

eYen a doubling in ,\·incl st ress produces onlv r-v35 ppm increase in at rnospheric CO 2 

(D.Orge, ·ille et a l.. 2010 ). Higher resolution n1odels are likely to show even less sensitivity 

to \Y incl stress changes as a result of eddy compensation. On the contrary. it is plausible 

that large changes in buoyancy forcing occurred at the encl of glacial periods. clue to sudden 

changes in air t e1nperature and sea ice extent. The dependence \Ve ha1·e found of the 

o, ·ertnrning on surface buo>·ancy forcing supports t he h:vpothesis that buoyancy forcing 

( in addition to changes in ,\·ind stress) n1a>· haYe played a n1ajor role in the enhanced 

up11·elli11g and snbsequent out gassing of CO2 froIY1 the Southern Ocean during glacial

interglacial transitions. 
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We have shown, using an idealised, but high resolution, 1nodel of the Southern Ocean, 

that surface buoyancy forcing , in addition to wind stress , may also be significant in setting 

the strength of the meridional overturning and that it may play an important role in past 

and future climate change. Increased mid-latitude buoyancy forcing may have led to 

enhanced Southern Ocean upwelling and therefore the rise in deglacial atmospheric CO2 

at glacial-interglacial transitions. Given the significance of the Southern Ocean CO2 sink 

to future climate change, we have outlined the need for improved observations and an 

increased understanding of the dynamics of the meridional overturning circulation. 
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Chapter 3 

On the relationship between Southern Ocean 
overturning and ACC transport 

Abstract 

The eddy field in the Southern Ocean offsets the impact of strengthening 

winds on the meridional overturning circulation and Antarctic Circumpolar 

Current (ACC) transport. There is widespread belief that the sensitivities of 

the overturning and ACC transport are dynamically linked, with limitation of 

the ACC transport response implying limitation of the overturning response. 

Here , an idealised numerical model is employed to investigate the response 

of the large-scale circulation in the Southern Ocean to wind stress perturba

tions at eddy-permitting to eddy-resolving scales. Significant differences are 

observed between the sensitivities and the resolution dependence of the over

turning and ACC transport , indicating that they are controlled by distinct 

dynamical mechanisms. The modelled overturning is significantly more sensi

tive to change than the ACC transport , with the possible implication that the 

Southern Ocean overturning may increase in response to future wind stress 

changes without measurable changes in the ACC transport. It is hypothesised 

that the dynamical distinction between the zonal and meridional transport 

sensitivities is derived from the depth dependence of the extent of cancellation 

between the Ekman and eddy-induced transports. 

3.1 Introduction 

The overturning of deep , carbon rich water masses in the Southern Ocean is closely linked 

to the outgassing rate of natural CO2 , and hence future changes in upwelling rnay signif

icantly impact the present-day global oceanic sink of atmospheric CO2 . The strong link 

between outgassing and overturning (Toggweiler et al. , 2006) has led to the suggestion that 

the Southern Ocean sink has weakened in response to increased westerly winds , due to 

an inferred enhancement of the overturning circulation (Le Quere et al. , 2007; Lovenduski 

et al. , 2008). However , a number of recent eddy-permitting and eddy-resolving numerical 

studies ( e.g. 1\/Ieredith and Hogg, 2006; Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Farneti et al. , 

2010) have shown that the sensitivity of the large-scale circulations in the Southern Ocean 

21 
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111ay be reduced by eddy effects . This has led to t he suggestion t hat t he overturning cir

culation 111ay be less sensitive to changes in wind stress t han previously thought . Despite 

the heightened fo cus on these questions , there remains significant uncertainty regarding 

the degree of sensitivity of t he Southern Ocean circulat ion to wind stress and the potential 

interplay between t he dynarnical responses of the overturning and Antarctic Circun1polar 

Current (ACC ) transport . 

Numerical 1nodels and observations reveal the dominant role of t he 111esoscale eddy 

field in controlling t he response of the ACC transport to changes in wind stress . Eddy

pern1itting and eddy-resolving 111odels (lVIeredith and Hogg, 2006 ; Hallberg and Gnanade

sikan , 2006 ; Farneti et al. , 2010; Jones et al. , 2011 ) show a decreased sensit ivity of t he 

zonal ACC transport relat ive to coarse resolution 111odels that use a t e111porally invariant 

Gent and l'vicvVilliams (1990) eddy parameterisation . Limited response of the Sout hern 

Ocean isopycnal slopes over decadal t imescales has also been observed , despite significant 

intensification of the westerlies (Boning et al. , 2008). The li111ited sensitivity of the ACC 

transport is thought to be a result of the near linear response of the eddy kinetic energy 

to increasing wind stress; increased momentum input by surface wind stress is transferred 

to the botto111 via enhanced interfacial fonn stress, rather than providing an acceleration 

of the zonal transport (lVIeredith and Hogg, 2006 ) . This phenomenon is termed eddy sat

uration. lviost eddy permitting models show a weak, non-zero ACC transport sensitivity 

(,-v l0- 20% ACC increase for doubled wind stress). 

A si1nilar phenon1enon , termed eddy compensation, has been observed in eddy

permitting and eddy-resolving nu1nerical models of the upper 111eridional overturning 

circulation (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan , 2006 ; Viebahn and Eden , 2010: Farnet i et al.. 

2010: Abernathey et al. , 2011 ) . Increased wind stress over the Southern Ocean results 

in a one-to-one increase in the northward surface Ek111an transport ( 7/J = v h = T / pf ). 

,vhich is at least partially co111pensated by an opposing increase in the sout hward eddy

induced transport ( 7/J * = v' h') ( detailed in the theory of 1vi arshall and Radko. 2003 ). Thus 

t he residual overt urning. which is the sun1 of t he Ekn1an and eddy-induced t ransports 

( u,i res = zL, + ,w*) . increases substantially less t han t he Ekn1an transport. Perfect eddy con1-

pensation . whereby increases in t he Ekn1an transport are exactly balanced by increases 

in the edd:v-induced transport . has been hypothesised to occur at sufficiently high resolu

tion and wind stress (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan. 2006: Farneti et al. . 2010 ) . However. 

t,Yo edd_,·-resolving nl1111erical experi1nents (Viebahn and Eden. 2010 : Abernathey et al.. 

2011 ) . albeit with flat-botton1 bathy111etry. still show 111oderate increases in the residual 

O\·ert urning \Yith \Yind stre. s . 

The eddy con1pensa tion and sat uration seen 111 these nun1erical studies has led to 

the cle\·e lop1nrnt of a sin1plified conceptual fr an1ev;ork portraying the response of the 

Son t hern Ocean to \,·incl stress perturbations ( e.g. Boning et al.. 2008: Farneti et al.. 

'.2010: Hofn1ann and ~ I or a les ~Iaqueda. 2011 ). As the west erlies increase in strength. 

increased nort h,,·arcl Ekn1a11 transport is cancelled to son1e degree by increased sout lwvard 

eclcl:'·-incluced transport. In the conceptual fran1e,York . this has the effect of li111iting the 
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increase 1n the net residual overturning, as well as limiting the increase in the tilt of 

the isopycnals ( and therefore the ACC transport, through the thermal wind relation). 

Theories of the overturning circulation ( e.g. Marshall and Radko, 2003) , are based on 

this conceptual framework of a balance between the mean and eddy components of the 

overturning. 

This simple conceptual picture of the Southern Ocean implies that if the ACC is 

eddy saturated, the overturning is therefore also eddy compensated ( e.g. Boning et al. , 

2008; Farneti et al., 2010; Gent and Danabasoglu, 2011; Hofmann and JVIorales Maqueda, 

2011). The assumption that there is a one-to-one relation between eddy saturation and 

compensation has perhaps been reinforced by the use of idealised numerical models suitable 

for investigating one, but not both, of the overturning or ACC transport. Eddy saturation 

at eddy-resolving scales has primarily been studied in quasigeostrophic channel models , 

with closed northern boundaries and by definition no diabatic transport or overturning 

(Meredith and Hogg, 2006), while eddy compensation at eddy-resolving scales has only 

been examined in flat-bottom models (Viebahn and Eden, 2010; Abernathey et al. , 2011) , 

in which the momentum input by surface wind stress is balanced by bottom friction rather 

than topographic form stress , thereby resulting in unrealistic ACC transports roughly ten 

times the observed value (Munk and Palmen, 1951). 

However, there is growing evidence that eddy saturation and compensation are not 

as tightly linked as this simple conceptual framework might imply. The recent scaling 

theory of JVIeredith et al. (2012) demonstrated that under the assumption of complete 

eddy saturation, the expected response of the eddy-induced nverturning spans a range 

resulting in moderate increases in overturning, rather than perfect eddy compensation. In 

addition, Downes et al. ( 2011) have analysed the effect of a single wind stress perturbation 

in a coupled eddy-permitting model and observed significant changes in the magnitude and 

spatial distribution of subduction rates , despite minimal increase in ACC transport. 

In this paper we use an idealised numerical model to investigate the responses of both 

the ACC transport and residual overturning circulation under a wide range of wind stress 

perturbations and resolutions , from eddy-permitting to eddy-resolving scales. 

3.2 Numerical model and experiments 

We use GOLD ( Generalized Ocean Layer Dynamics) , a primitive equation, isopycnal lay

ered ocean model (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Adcroft et al. , 2008; Hallberg and 

Adcroft , 2009) , with an experimental setup similar to that described in JVIorrison et al. 

(2011). The idealised domain is a zonally reentrant , 40° wide sector of the Southern Ocean 

with a simple Drake Passage-like sill , providing an unblocked circumpolar passage down 

to 2500 m below the surface, with a maximum ocean depth of 4000 m (Figure 3.la). 

The latitudinal extent is 70°S to the equator at the northern boundary. The northern 

boundary is relaxed to a density stratification derived from observational data, using a 

sponge of width of 2° in latitude, with a decay timescale of 1 day. The sponge provides 
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Figure 3 .1: :rviodel bathyn1etry and forcing. a) Bathyn1etry. b) Zonally averaged wind stress 

( cont rol in black, pert urbations in blue) . c) Zonally averaged buoyancy forcing. 

an effective parameterisation of North Atlantic Deep Water fonnation , without constrain

ing incon1ing velocities . While the sponge places a non-ideal constraint on the model, 

reducing the freedon1 of the isopycnals to adjust over long timescales, it reduces the spin

up ti1nescale fron1 0 (1000 yr) to 0(100 yr) ; thereby allowing the exploration of a large 

paran1et er space at eddy-resolving scales. The caveat is that the results are applicable 

to rela tively fast ( decadal) responses of the Southern Ocean , rat her than the 111illennial 

t i1nescale adj ustn1ent of the deep stratification (J ones et al. , 2011 ). 

A l\ Iercator grid. wi t h grid size decreasing tovvards the southern boundary: is e1nployed 

at four horizontal resolutions (1/.1° . 1/s 0
; 1/ 12° : 1/ 15°); resulting in square grid cells of size 

13.9 kn1. 7.0 kn1. 4.6 kn1 and 3.5 kin a t 60°S respectively: compared with a Rossby ra

dius '"'-' 13 kn1 at 60°S. Eddy parameterisations are not used in any of the sin1ulations. A 

three layer bulk 111ixed layer is used . in addition to nine interior const ant density lay

ers. Biharn1onic \·iscosity wit h an addi t ional S1nagorinsky cornponent provides nun1erical 

closure. wi th biharn1onic coeffi cients set to 2 x l0 11 m4 s- 1 (1/.1° ). 2x l0 10 1114 s- 1 
( 1/s

0
) : 

8 x 109 111-1 s- 1 (1/ 12° ) and 5 x 109 111-1 s- 1 (1/16° ). A weak diapycnal diffusivity of 10- 6 1112 s- 1 

in thr interior ensures a largel? adi c1. batic circulation . 

T he n1odel is fo rced by idealised. ten1porally invariant wind stress and surface buoyancy 
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forcing (Figure 3.1 b ,c) . The wind stress is sinusoidal and zonally uniform, while the 

buoyancy forcing is fixed and non-interactive, with a positive (i.e. acting to decrease the 

density of surface waters), zonally uniform forcing in the mid-latitudes and a region of 

spatially localised, negative buoyancy forcing near the southern boundary. The control 

cases have a 1naxi1num ·wind stress of 0.12 N 1n-2 and a spin-up period of rvl20 years. 

Wind stress perturbations applied at the end of the control spin-up are allowed to reach 

equilibriu1n ( rv30 years) and 25 year averages after these spin-up ti1nes are used in the 

analysis. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Mean state and eddy kinetic energy 

The surface forcing generates a Southern Ocean-like state with isopycnals tilted towards 

the surface in the south, an energetic eddy field with associated fronts and jets , and an 

upper and lower meridional overturning cell. The spin-up ti1neseries, 1nean stratification, 

surface density snapshot and 111ean overturning for the 1/s0 control si1nulation are illus

trated in Figure 2 of Morrison et al. (2011). The ACC transport in the control runs 

ranges fron1 85-110 Sv, decreasing in 1nagnitude with increasing resolution. The lo-wer 

overturning cell ( analogous to Antarctic Bottom Water) is driven principally by the neg

ative buoyancy forcing near the southern boundary. The upper 1neridional overturning 

cell sin1ulates the upwelling of North Atlantic Deep vVater in the latitudes unblocked by 

bathyn1etry. Scaled up to the full width of the Southern Ocean , the transports of the 

upper and lower cells in the 1/s 0 control run are 23 Sv and 9 Sv respectively. The 1nerid

ional overturning in the 1nodel is largely adiabatic in the interior , with diapycnal transport 

occurring predon1inantly in the n1ixed layers , as allowed by the surface buoyancy forcing 

and lateral diabatic eddy buoyancy fluxes. 

We first illustrate the sensitivity of the eddy kinetic energy (EKE= (u'2 + v'2 )/2) 111 

the 1nodel to changes in resolution and wind stress (Figure 3.2) , as the response of the eddy 

field is expected to have a significant in1pact on the dynan1ics of both the overturning and 

ACC transport. Consistent with previous observational (l\!Ieredith and Hogg, 2006) and 

eddy-pennitting nu1nerical (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Abernathey et al. , 2011; 

J\;leredith et al. , 2012) studies we find an approxi1nately linear relationship between Virind 

stress and EKE. The eddy field in the 'eddy-pern1itting: 1/4° sin1ulation is both ,veaker 

and less sensitive to change than that in the higher resolution si1nulations. The 111agnitude 

of the EKE continues to increase with resolution fron1 1/s0 --+ 1/ 12° --+ 1/ 15°. However , the 

response of the EKE to wind stress ( as indicated by the gradient of the lines in Figure 3. 2) 

is sin1ilar between these resolutions, particularly at high values of wind stress. \ iVe therefore 

111ay expect to see so1ne convergence in the response of the Southern Ocean circulation at 

large values of wind stress and high resolution. 
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Figure 3.2: Variation of eddy kinetic energy with wind stress and resolution , averaged over 

40- 65°S and full depth. 

3.3.2 Overturning response 

The n1odelled residual overturning 1n the upper cell is partially eddy cornpensated , as 

shown by the divergence of the Ekman and residual overturning in Figure 3.3a. We define 

the residual overturning as the maximum of the zonally averaged overturning strearn

function at 30°S. Due to the adiabatic nature of the overturning, the results are largely 

unaffected by the choice of latitude used in the analysis . The 1nean component of the 

overturning ( dashed black line in Figure 3.3a) is taken as the maximum of the theoret

ically calculated Ekman transport ( ~b = T / pf) . The 1/s 0 residual overturning increases 

moderately with wind stress, though the sensitivity is substantially reduced in comparison 

with the changes in Ekman transport . There is a significant increase in the amount of 

con1pensation between 1/s0 resolution and 1/ 12°, both nominally 'eddy resolving) models. 

The zonally averaged , eddy-induced overturning , 1/J*, in the higher resolution sin1ula

tions scales in accordance with the high EKE limit of Meredith et al. (2012) (Figure 3.3b) . 

The scaling theory predicts that the isopycnal eddy diffusivity response should lie betv-.reen 

J( rv T 112 (high EKE) and K rv T 312 (low EKE). In order to extend the scaling to a predic

t ion for the eddy-induced overturning (i. e. 1./J * = Ks rv K rv T 112 ) , it is necessary to 1nake 

t he assun1ption that the dependence of the isopycnal slope) s, on wind stress is negligible 

(i. e. t he ACC transport is close to eddy saturation). Evidence for this is provided by 

previous nun1erical studies (Viebahn and Eden, 2010; Abernathey et al. , 2011) as well as 

t he sin1tdations under discussion ( e.g. Figs . 3.4b , 3.5b and 3. 7a). The 1/4° eddy-induced 

overtnrning has a 111uch weaker sensit ivity to wind stress in co1nparison with the higher 

resolut ion sin1tdations. reflect ing the weak magnitude and li1nited response of the EKE at 

this rcsol u t ion. 

As 1nay be expected fron1 the variation of EI{E and eddy-induced overturning with 

resolution. the extent of eddy co1npensation in the residual overturning circulation is also 

r~solution clepPncl~nt (Figure 3.4a). In order to con1pare the different resolutions , vve 
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Figure 3.3: Partial eddy compensation. a) The maximum of the residual overturning streamfunc

tion, 'I/Jres, at 30° S in the 1/s 0 simulation (solid blue) and 1/ 12° simulation (solid red), compared 

with the theoretically calculated maximum Ekman transport ( dashed black). The error bars show 

the standard deviation of 1 year overturning averages from the 25 year mean. b) Sensitivity of 

the zonally averaged, eddy-induced overturning streamfunction, 'lj)*, on isopycnal layer 1027.5, av

eraged between 40 - 60°S (solid lines) , compared with the scaling arguments of lVIeredith et al. 

(2012): 'lj)* rv 7 3 /
2 (black dashed) and 'lj)* rv T 112 (black dot dashed). The red dashed line shows 

the diffusivity scaling ( 'lj) * rv T 315 ) used for the ACC transport prediction in Figure 3.5. 

have scaled the overturning relative to the magnitude of the -overturning in the control 

case for each resolution. The dotted line in Figure 3.4a represents a one-to-one increase 

in the residual overturning with wind stress. However, if the magnitude of the residual 

overturning transport is less than the Ekman transport (i.e. 'lj;* # 0) , this dotted line 

does not necessarily imply zero eddy compensation; a linearly increasing eddy overturning 

could produce a residual overturning scaling of one-to-one or even greater. Weak eddy 

compensation is seen in the 1/4° simulation, corresponding to the weak sensitivity of the 

EKE at lower resolution. Enhanced eddy compensation is seen in the higher resolution 

runs, yet all of the simulations show at least a moderate increase of the overturning with 

wind stress. We note that the sensitivities of the 1/12° and 1/ 16° simulations are similar 

to previous high resolution idealised model studies (Viebahn and Eden, 2010; Abernathey 

et al. , 2011). The overturning response appears to converge at 1/ 12°, as was also the case 

for the EKE anomalies. The implication of this convergence is that, even at resolutions 

above 1/16°, perfect eddy compensation would not occur in this model. 

3.3.3 ACC response 

In contrast to the overturning circulation response, the modelled ACC transport sensitivity 

shows a surprising independence of resolution (Figure 3.4b). Partial eddy saturation is 

observed at all resolutions, from eddy-permitting to eddy-resolving. A doubling of wind 

stress results in a weak increase in ACC transport of rv25%. The weak, but non-zero 
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F igure 3 .4 : a) Maxirnun1 residual overturning strea1nfunction at 30°S, scaled relative to the 

magnitude of the overturning in the control wind stress case (T = 0.12 N 111-
2

) . The dashed black 

line corresponds to a one-to-one increase in overturning with wind stress (but not necessarily zero 

eddy compensation) . Perfect eddy c01npensation would be represented by a horizontal line. The 

error bars show t he standard deviation of 1 year overturning averages from the 25 year mean. 

b) ACC transport sensitivity. The dashed black line corresponds to a one-to-one increase in 

transport with wind stress. Perfect eddy saturation would be represented by a horizontal line. 

Error bars as for Figure 3.4a have been excluded, due to the 1ninin1al variabili ty of ACC transport. 

response of the ACC transport is sin1ilar to other pri111itive equation , eddy-pennitting 

studies of the ACC (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan, 2006; Farneti et al. , 2010 ; .Jones et al. , 

2011 ). 

Theories predicting the response of the ACC transport to changing wind stress vary 

fro1n co111plete eddy saturation (Straub , 1993) to a linear dependence on applied wind 

stress ( Gnanadesikan and Hallberg, 2000; l'vlarshall and Radko , 2003). We co111pare tl e 

111odelled ACC sensitivity to the scaling theory of Olbers and Visbeck (2005): which is 

a 111odification of 1'. Iarshall and Radko (2003), updated to include the effect of a non

zero residual overturning circulation on the prediction of ACC transport. Assun1ing an 

adiabat ic interior and a vertically constant eddy diffusivity. K. Olbers and Vis beck (2005 ) 

write the transport as 
- g6Bh,n 

T .-\CC r-v ],{ f 2 (T + c.hres) · (3.1 ) 

\Vhr re 6B is the 1nericlional dcnsit\· difference across the ACC and hm is a representative 

n1ea11 isopycnal d Ppt h. Consistent ·with the li111itecl sensitivity of the ACC transport. we 

find that h ,17 responds onb· wcakb· to wind stress perturbations (Figure 3.5b) and for 

the purposes of rPd ucing t hC' con1plexity of the scaling . we assu1ne hm is constant. The 

111rr iclional clensi t _\· difference. 6B . depends strongl? on win cl stress (Figure 3. 5c) and 

t hr rcfore cc1 nnot be ignorC'cl. I11corporating a po,ver law scaling for the eddy diffusivity. 

l\. -..., T
11 

( to be clet crn1i11Pcl fro1n the n1odel dat a in Figure 3.3b) . reduces the ACC transport 
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scaling to 

T /'B (,-,- (1 - n) _l_ 1, ,-,--n) ACC rv - Ll I I W res I · (3.2) 

For t he 1/12° sin1ulation , we find that a diffusivity scaling of K rv T 3/ 5 ( as shov\1n by the 

das hed red line in Figlffe 3.3b) provides a surprisingly good fit between the t heory and 

111odelled ACC transport (Figure 3.5a) . The slope of the theoretical prediction is very 

sensitive to the choice of diffusivity scaling. ·vle also find a good fi t for the 1/s 0 sin1ulation 

using K rv T 1/ 2 . 
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Figure 3.5: a) Comparison of the 1/ 12° 1nodelled ACC transport sensihdty (solid) Vlith the 

theoretical prediction of Olbers and Vis beck (2005 ) (dashed) . T he shaded region accounts for 

the ,-ariability in the residual overturning (using the uncertainty ,-alues shown in Figure 3.--!a). 

b) Representative rnean isopycnal depth . c) Surface density difference between --10 and 60°S. 

3.4 Discussion and conclusio11s 

Con1parison of Figs. 3.4a. and 3.4b reveals that the model is substa.ntiallv closer to the 

eddy saturation linlit than it is to the eddy co111pensa.tion linlit . consistent \7\-ith the sea.ling 

predictions of 11eredith et al. (2012) . At the highest resolution (1/ 16°) . a doubling of 

·wind stress results in a. 70% increase in the overturning. but only a 25 o/c increase in the 

ACC transport . This difference in sensitivities holds signifi.ca.nce for observational studies 

attempting to measure changes in the Southern Ocean overturning by indirect 111ethods. 

such as via stratification changes. For example. Boning et al. (2008) concluded that the 

overtlffning has not responded to recent changes in \7\rind stress. because there has been 

no discernible variation in the zonally averaged isopycnal slopes . However. our results 

indicate that it is possible to have a. Southern Ocean-like state \7\-here large changes in 
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the overturning 111ay occur ; despite n1inin1al changes in the isopycnal slopes and ACC 

transport. vVe would expect the sensitivities of the overturning and ACC transport to 

diverge even further with the use of a surface buoyancy relaxation condition i instead of the 

fixed flux condition we have presented here. Surface relaxation allows for the buoyancy flux 

to also increase with wind stress, thereby resulting in larger increases in the overturning 

when con1pared with fixed flux experirnents (Abernathey et al. , 2011). 

The discrepancy between the obvious resolution dependence of the EKE and overturn

ing sensitivity and the resolution independence of the ACC transport sensitivity conflicts 

with the sirnple conceptual picture of the Southern Ocean presented in Section 1. In the 

simple model, increased wind stress acts to increase the surface southward eddy-induced 

transport , which partially opposes the increase in the northward Ekn1an transport. The 

net result of the changes in the Ekman and eddy-induced transports is often considered to 

have the effect of lin1iting both the increase in residual overturning ( eddy compensation) 

and the increase in isopycnal slopes ( eddy saturation) . However , our nurnerical model re

sults conflict with this simple conceptual model. As the resolution in the numerical rnodel 

is increased from eddy-permitting to eddy-resolving, we observe an enhanced response of 

the southward eddy-induced transport , which increases the extent of eddy con1pensation. 

Yet as the eddy field increases with resolution, we observe no change in the degree of 

eddy saturation. Given that the numerical rnodel contains the essential dynamics of the 

Southern Ocean , it is likely that eddy saturation and eddy con1pensation in the real ocean 

are controlled by different factors , and that the simple conceptual frarnework is deficient. 

One plausible explanation for the increase in eddy cornpensation with resolution, but 

constant eddy saturation , is the different depth profiles of the changing Ekman and eddy

induced transports, as also hypothesised by Nieredith et al. (2012). The depth structure 

of the different components of the overturning in the mean state has been investigated 

in several previous studies (e .g. Speer et al. , 2000b ,a; Olbers et al. , 2004). However , here 

we focus on t he vertical structure of the rneridional transport anon1alies, in response to 

changing wind stress . The increase in the northward Ekrnan transport is surface inten

sified and confined to the mixed layer (Figure 3.6b), while the increase in the southward 

eddy-induced transport is spread across all layers (Figure 3.6c). Therefore the degree of 

cancellat ion between t he two co1nponents will vary with depth. 

Figure 3. 7 shows the variation of zonal and 1neridional transports for different den

si t:v layers in the L/ 12° n1odel. Over the full depth of the water col u1nn , the 1neridional 

transports consistently increase in such a way as to enhance the overturning. However; 

the changes in zonal transport are 111ore spatially variable (both in depth and latitude) 

and regions exist where the isopycnals flat ten and the zonal transport decreases, despite 

increasing v,·ind stress. Careful consideration of the stratification changes in Figure 7d of 

Farncti ct al. (2010) reveals a sin1ilar response of the isopycnal slopes in a coupled eddy

pern1itting 1nodel. ,vit h a flattening of isopycnals in the northern part of the ACC region 

and strepening lin1ited to the south. 

In sun1n1ary. we have shown t hat there is not a one-to-one relationship between the 
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Figure 3.6: Depth structlU'e of the changes in 1neridional transport at 53°8 in the 1/ 12° sin1ulation 

as a result of wind stress doubling from T = 0.12--+ 0.24 Nm- 2
. Only the portion of the overturning 

above the depth of topography is shown. The top bar in each figure shows t ransport in the bulk 

n1:L-xed layer , while lower bars show transport in interior isopycnal layers. Positive values reflect 

northward t ransport . a) The zonally averaged , residual meridional transport ( vh). b) Theoretically 

calculated Ekn1an transport at 53°8 (T / pf). c) Net eddy-induced overtlll'ning ('v h-T/ pf). 
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responses of t he Sout hern Ocean overt urning and ACC t ransport to increasing wind stress . 

The 1nodelled overturning is significantly 1nore sensitive to change t han the ACC trans

port , even at 1/ l6° resolution. The i1n plication of t hese results is that future increases in 

overturning n1ay occur without noticeable changes in stratification or ACC transport . As 

the n1odel resolut ion is refined fro1n eddy-pennit t ing to eddy-resolving, the eddy kinetic 

energy and t he degree of eddy co1npensation increase . However , the eddy saturation is 

surprisingly resolution independent. We hypothesise that the lack of a dyna1nical link be

tween eddy co1npensation and eddy saturation is a result of t he depth dependence of the 

cancellat ion between the Ek1nan and eddy-induced transports . The overturning response is 

particularly sensitive t o the balance between Ekman and eddy-induced transports near the 

surface , while the ACC transport is a depth-integrat ed measure and will depend on strat

ification changes throughout the water colu1nn. However , it ren1ains unclear as to what 

set s the degree of eddy saturation in different 1nodels and why, above eddy-pern1itting 

scales, this should not be affected by resolution and the associated large changes in eddy 

kinetic energy. 
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Chapter 4 

The role of vertical eddy flux in Southern Ocean 
heat uptake 

Abstract 

The role of changing vertical eddy heat flux on Southern Ocean heat uptake 

is investigated in an idealised eddy-permitting ocean model. Enhanced air-sea 

heat flux drives deep-reaching southern warming, due to a reduction in the 

isopycnal meridional temperature gradient and therefore decreased upward 

eddy heat flux. This mechanism is qualitatively similar in models with either 

permitted or parameterised eddies, due to its dependence on the isopycnal 

temperature gradient rather than the dynamical response of the eddy field. 

In contrast, increased wind stress drives mid-depth Southern Ocean cooling 

through an enhancement of the eddy field and resultant eddy heat divergence. 

The transient cooling extends over multiple decades while the mean flow ad

justs to balance the faster eddy response. This wind-driven cooling mechanism 

has not been captured by coarse resolution models with fixed eddy parame

terisations and is a possible candidate for the recent cooling observed in the 

Southern Ocean. 

4.1 Introduction 

The oceans account for an overwhelming proportion ( rv93%) of the warming of the earth 

system over the past fifty years (Levitus et al., 2012) , and a large fraction of that ocean 

heat uptake has occurred in the upper 2000 m of the midlatitude Southern Ocean ( Gille, 

2008). The intensified Southern Ocean warming has likely been driven by some component 

of the changing local surface forcing; a positive trend in the Southern Annular Mode 

has enhanced and shifted the westerly winds southward (Thompson and Solomon, 2002), 

surface air temperatures have increased ( Chapman and Walsh, 2007) and evidence points 

towards increased precipitation over far southern latitudes due to an amplified hydrological 

cycle (Durack et al., 2012). Yet the relative importance of the different forcing components 

and the mechanisms by which they may cause deep-reaching southern warming are unclear , 

due to a combination of limited observations , uncertain atmospheric forcing and insufficient 

modelling resolution. 

33 
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l\Ieij ers et al. (2011) divided the Southern Ocean ten1perature trend into an adiabatic 

con1ponent due to a wind-driven poleward 1nigration of the Antarctic Circun1polar Current 

( as suggested by Gille , 2008) and a diabatic component due to changes in the vertical flux 

of heat fro1n the surface and between ocean layers. The adiabatic con1ponent contributes 

a large warming trend, while the diabatic component contributes an opposing cooling 

trend , which acts to reduce the adiabatic trend by approximately half to produce the net 

observed deep wanning. Nieijers et al. (2011) do not attribute the cause of the diabatic 

cooling. Our aim in this paper is to investigate the dyna1nics of heat uptake processes 

which m.ay be contributing to the diabatic trend in the Southern Ocean and in particular 

the role of eddies in modifying ocean temperature trends. 

The ocean heat content trend arising from diabatic processes will be reflected in changes 

in the ti1ne mean vertical heat flux budget. Numerical modelling studies have found that 

below the surface 1nixed layer, the globally averaged vertical flux of heat is pri1narily a 

balance between the wind-driven mean circulation pumping heat downwards and eddies 

(permitted or parameterised) transporting heat upwards along isopycnals (Gregory , 2000; 

Wolfe et al. , 2008). It is reasonable to expect that eddies transport buoyancy (i.e. heat) 

upwards in the global integral, because the baroclinic instability process acts to reduce 

available potential energy. Both the mean and eddy terms in the vertical heat flux budget 

are dominated by contributions from the Southern Ocean. Downward flux of heat by 

vertical diffusion in the tropics is only significant in the global budget in the upper few 

hundred metres of the ocean. 

Two main mechanisms for Southern Ocean heat uptake have been proposed - one 

driven by increased atmospheric surfc1ce temperature and the other by enhanced westerly 

winds. In the first 1nechanism, warming is amplified at mid-depths due to a reduced along

isopycnal meridional temperature gradient in a wanner cli1nate and therefore decreased 

upward eddy heat flux , as shown in a coarse resolution 1nodel with para1neterised isopycnal 

diffusion by Gregory (2000). Huang et al. (2003) looked at the sensitivity of deep ocean 

heat uptake to a range of surface forcing and diffusivity perturbations and concluded 

that the large variation in deep ocean heat uptake between 1nodels arises primarily due 

to the high sensitivity to paran1eterised isopycnal diffusivity in the Southern Ocean and 

diapycnal diffusivity in the tropics. Brierley et al. (2008) , in another coarse resolution 

coupled 1nodel study, found that reduced isopycnal diffusion was the largest contributor 

to the global in1balance leading to the wanning trend between 350-1500 1n. 

Despite the dependence of this Southern Ocean warming 1nechanis1n on the eddy field. 

it has been largely untested in eddy-pen11itting or eddy-resolving 1nodels. \t\Tolfe and Cessi 

(2009) investigated ocean heat uptake in an idealised eddy-resolving si1nulation with a 

northern hen1isphere surface wanning perturbation. In agree1nent with the coarse reso

lution study of Gregory (2000), the northern surface t en1perature gradient decreased in 

the warn1er clin1ate. reducing the vertical eddy heat flux and resulting in deep ocean 

heat uptake . Ho-wever in their 111odel. density ·was a linear function of te1nperature only. 

\Yith no isop,vcnal t en1perature gradient. the only 111echanis1n avai lable for eddies to alter 
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the vertical heat budget is through a change in the potential energy that maintains the 

eddy activity. Whether the Southern Ocean vertical eddy heat flux decreases in response 

to surface warming due to a change in baroclinicity or due to a change in the isopycnal 

temperature gradient remains to be tested in an eddy-permitting or eddy-resolving model. 

The second proposed mechanism for Southern Ocean heat uptake acts through a wind

driven enhancement of the downward mean heat flux and is the primary cause of Southern 

Ocean warming in the Third Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (Cl\lIIP3) twentieth

century experiments (Cai et al., 2010). However, none of the CMIP3 models resolve 

eddies and are therefore missing the response of the eddy heat flux to changing wind 

stress (Hogg et al., 2008), which may significantly offset the wind-driven heat uptake. In 

this paper, we use a suite of wind stress and surface warming perturbations in an idealised 

eddy-permitting model to explore the role of the Southern Ocean eddy field on these two 

mechanisms of deep ocean heat uptake. 

4.2 Numerical Model 

We use an idealised, 1/4° eddy-permitting ocean sector configuration of the l\lIITgcm (Mar

shall et al., 1997), with an experimental setup identical to that described in Hogg et al. 

(2013). We refer the reader to Figure 1 of that paper for an illustration of the model 

bathymetry and surface forcing for the reference case. The model domain is a 40° wide 
-

sector, extending from 70°S to 70°N, with a southern reentrant channel containing a simple 

Drake Passage-like sill of depth 1800 m. Vertical resolution increases towards the surface 

over 36 vertical levels. The model is run in hydrostatic, Boussinesq mode, and no explicit 

eddy parameterisation scheme is used. Horizontal viscosity/ diffusion are minimised with 

a biharmonic lateral viscosity/ diffusivity of 1011 m4 s-1. Background vertical diffusion is 

set to 10-5 m2 s-1, with a surface enhancement in the upper 300 m to generate appropri

ate mixed layer depths. The convective adjustment scheme also amplifies the background 

vertical diffusivity to remove unstable density profiles. A linear equation of state is em

ployed, with both temperature and salinity dependence. The surface forcing is temporally 

invariant and zonally uniform, with prescribed wind stress, surface temperature relaxation 

and a fixed freshwater flux (see Hogg et al. (2013)). The model is close to equilibrium 

after a spinup period of 2500 years, after which point perturbations are split off from the 

reference case and run for a further 100 years. The forcing undergoes a step change and 

is then kept steady in the new perturbed configuration for the entire 100 years. In the 

warming perturbations, the surface relaxation temperature is increased uniformly across 

the domain by 0.5°C, 1 °C, 2°C or 4°C as specified in the analysis. For the wind stress 

perturbations, the prescribed wind stress south of 30°S is scaled by factors of 0. 7, 1.2, 1.3 

and 2, as specified in the analysis. There is only minimal feedback between wind stress 

changes and local surface heat fluxes, meaning that we can easily separate the wind- and 

warming-induced changes. 
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4.3 Mean Vertical Heat Transport 

Vertical heat fluxes are calculated following \ i\Tolfe et al. (2008) . The tin1e-n1ean heat 

budget is separated into the sum of the heat content tendency (T) , advective heat fluxes 

due to the mean flow (M) and eddies (E) , and heat fluxes arising from pararneterised 

sub-gridscale processes (P ; including turbulent diffusion and convective adjustrnent) , as 

follows: 

T + M +E +P = 0. (4.1) 

If we integrate fro1n the bottom - H to a reference level z0 and over a horizontal subdornain 

A (with boundary 8A) , the first three tenns are calculated as 

j Zo .I ~{) T = P oCp A dA dz 
- H A ut 

M = p0 Cp (l wB( za ) dA + t: .feA uH?J dcr dz ) 

E = p 0 Cp (./ w'()'( z0 ) dA + f 2° J u~()' da dz ) 
A - H JaA 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

where cp is the specific heat content, () is potential temperature , UJ-I 1s the horizontal 

component of velocity normal to the boundary, -=- is the temporal average over the ti1ne 

period ~t and primed quantities indicate deviations fro1n the temporal 1nean. dA is the 

differential area of the subdo1nain A , while da is the differential length along its boundary 

8A. The second term in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 represents the heat flux through the lateral 

boundary of the subdomain. The sub-gridscale tenn, P , is not calculated explicitly, but 

rather as the residual of the first three terms in Equation 4.1. The sign of P indicates 

whether convective or diffusive fluxes are dominating the sub-gridscale tenn; in the polar 

regions , convection dominates and P is positive, indicating upward heat flux , while in the 

t ropics , vertical diffusion dominates and P is negative, indicating downward heat flux . 

The vertical heat flux co1nponents for the reference case sin1ulation , averaged over 

the entire domain , are shown in Figure 4. l a . Figures 4.1 b-d show the 'vertical' heat flux 

( actually the net divergence, including the lateral t enns in Equations 4.3 and 4.4) for three 

subclon1ains , divided according to the sign of t he mean heat flux , following Wolfe and Cessi 

(2009) . At n1id-clepth ( /"'0300- 2000 1n) and averaged over the c-~ntire don1ain , the pri1nary 

balance is between downward heat flux by the mean flow and upward heat flux by eddies, 

both don1inatecl by contributions fron1 the Southern Ocean (Figure 4. 1 b ) and consistent 

with the previous studies of Gregory (2000) and vVolfe et al. (2008). The rnagnitucle 

of the eddy heat flux is d ose to that in the eddy-resolving :rvIITgc1T1 n1odel analysed in 

\Volfc et al. (2008): t he area-averaged n1id-depth eddy flux in our edcly-perrnitting n1oclel 

is 207cJ less than in their higher resolu tion n1oclel. In the upper ocean, where t he n1odel 

has increased vertical diffusivity ( above 300 111). the prin1ary global balance is between 

cloYvnwarcl diffusive heat flux fron1 the tropics and upward heat flux by Southern Ocean 

eddies. Since we are prin1arily interested in the response of the vertical heat fluxes to 
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forcing changes , we refer the reader to Wolfe et al. (2008) for a more in-depth explanation 

and regional analysis of the time mean vertical heat flux. 
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Figure 4.1: Vertical heat fltL'<es for the reference case, averaged over 10 years and different 

subdon1ains as follows: a) the entire 1nodel domain, b) the southern region (40-70°3), c) the 

t ropics (40°S-47°N) , and d) the nort hern region (47-70°N). Note that the 'verticar mean and eddy 

fltL'<es , as defined in Equations 4.3 and 4.4 , represent the net divergence, including horizontal fluxes 

across t he subdon1ain boundaries. Posit ive values indicate upward heat fltL'<. Colours show the 

heat fllL'< con1ponents as defined in Section 4.3 , with 'nlixing ' being the sum of sub-gridscale fluxes 

including parameterised convection and turbulent diffusion. The heat content tendency (T: not 

shown) is negligible. The horizontal scale has been increased below 500 n1 to show detail at depth. 

4.4 Response to Idealised Climate Change Scenarios 

4.4.1 Surface Warming 

\1\Te first consider the response to a uniforn1 +2°C surface warn11ng perturbation. The 

ocean wanns (i.e. T > 0) due to changes in each of the 1nean, eddy and sub-gridscale 

vertical heat fltDces (solid lines in Figure 4.2a). The large v\rarming in the upper 300 m is 

concentrated in the tropics (not shown) and a.rises from both increased downward diffusive 

heat fltDc and decreased upward n1ean heat filDC. At mid-depths ( rv300-2000 n1), a signifi

cant fraction of the heat uptake occurs in the southern region ( dashed lines in Figure 4.2a) 

and is predonlina.ntly due to a decrease in the upward eddy heat filDC , consistent v\rith the 

atn1ospheric v\ a.n11ing driven 1nechanisn1 identified in previous coarse resolution studies 

with pa.ra.1neterised eddies (Gregory, 2000; Huang et al. , 2003: Brierley et al. , 2008) .. As 

ti1ne progresses over the 100 years of the wanning pertlffba.tion , the anomalous vertical 

eddy heat filDC ren1a.ins the don1ina.nt ca.use of heat uptake in the global integral in the 

depth range 300-1000 m , and the don1ina.nt cause of heat uptake in the southern region 

dov\rn to 2000 n1. Below 1000 n1 in the global integral , the change in the mean vertical 

heat filDC beco1nes increasingly significant in the heat uptake over the first century. The 

response is qualitatively sin1ila.r for wa.rn1ing perturbations of different 1na.gnitudes. 
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Figure 4 .2 : Vertical heat flux response to a uniforn1 +2°C warn1ing perturbat ion. a) Change frorn 

the equilibriun1 vertical heat fluxes, averaged over the first ten years of t he perturbation , integrated 

over the entire domain ( solid lines) and the cont ribut ion from t he sout hern region ( dashed lines) . 

Heat flux components ( colours) are defined as in Figure 4.1 , wit h t he addi t ional heat content 

tendency, T (black) . b) Scaling of the vertical eddy heat flux in the southern region (i. e. the blue 

line in Figure 4.1 b), averaged over the depth range 700-1600 1n. c) Scaling of the along-isopycnal, 

1neridional te1nperature gradient on a 1nid-depth isopycnal (1500 m dept h at 42°S, 700 1n depth 
at 62°S) . 

The upvvard eddy heat flux in the mid-depth southern region scales inversely with the 

n1agnit ude of the surface warming perturbation (Figure 4.2b) . In the Southern Ocean , ed

dies flux heat along tilted isopycnals and the vertical eddy heat flux shown in Figure 4.2a is 

actually the vertical con1ponent of the along-isopycnal heat flux. Strong precipita tion over 

the Southern Ocean leads to surface waters that are fresher than deep waters. Considered 

on an isopycnaL t his salinity gradient necessitates a negative along-isopycnal ten1perature 

gradient (i. e. colder surface waters), since t hese quantities must co111pensate, to first or

der. on an isopycnal. Assun1ing downgradient. along-isopycnal tracer diffusion ( e.g. Redi . 

1982) of the fon n 7.' 18'P = -1{,eYP (where (-)P indicates we are using an isopycnal fr an1e

work). it is possible to trace t he cause of the reduced upward eddy heat flux and hence 

the 111id-clepth warn1ing in the sout hern region to the change in t he along-isopycnal 111erid

ional ten1perature gradient (Figure 4. 2c) . In agreen1ent with the coarse resolution st ucly of 

G rC'gor~- ( 2000). the up\varcl eddy heat flux in the sout hern region decreases clue to faster 

\Yclnning in the surface region than at depth and a consequent reduction in the rate of 

along-isopycnal eddy 111ixing of te1nperature. The isopycnal ten1perature gradient across 

southern latitudes decreases els the surface relaxation ten1perature is increased. scaling 

si1nilarh- to the ,-ertical edcl~- heat flux (Figure 4. 2b). 
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4.4.2 Enhanced Southern Wind Stress 

Previous Southern Ocean observational and modelling studies have found a fast (2-3 year) 

and approximately linear response of the eddy kinetic energy to increasing wind stress ( e.g. 

Meredith and Hogg, 2006; Hogg et al., 2008). The enhancement of the eddy field with 

wind stress is a release of available potential energy, leading to an increase in the upward 

vertical eddy heat flux in the southern region (Figure 4.3a). This is the opposite response 

compared with the surface warming perturbation described in Section 4.4.1 (Figure 4.2a). 

The mean vertical downward heat flux associated with the upper overturning cell acts to 

deepen isopycnals on the northern side of the circumpolar current and thereby to warm at 

mid-depth; the timescale for this process is advective and therefore slower than the eddy 

response. Although we refer to the 'vertical' mean and eddy heat fluxes in the southern 

region, these include significant contributions from lateral fluxes across the subdomain 

boundary at 40°S. Figure 4.3b shows the separation of the net heat divergence into the 

true vertical and lateral components. 

The net result of the mean and eddy responses is a small transient cooling trend in 

the mid-depth levels of the southern region. The cooling continues for around 60 years, 

until the mean flow increases sufficiently to balance the change in the eddy flux. Despite 
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gradient on a mid-depth isopycnal (1500 m depth at 42°8, 700 m depth at 62°8). 
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rninin1al change in the local surface heat flux , cooling is able to extend throughout the 

water colun1n clue to changes in the lateral co1nponents of the n1ean and eddy heat fluxes 

(shown in Figure 4.3b). Analysis of a range of wind stress perturbations indicates a near 

one-to-one relationship between the 1nid-depth eddy heat flux and the prescribed wind 

stress (Figure 4 .3c) . In contrast to the surface wanning perturbations , the along-isopycnal 

te1nperature gradient remains approximately constant for s1nall ( rv ±30%) wind stress 

perturbations (Figure 4.3d). The change in eddy heat flux is instead driven by increased 

baroclinicity (i.e. the eddy heat flux scales with the eddy kinetic energy). Although the 

mid-depth southern region cools following the change in wind forcing, the net heat uptake 

integrated over the entire domain is positive (not shown), due to a reduction in the mean 

upward heat flux in the tropics. 

4.4.3 Combined Warming and Enhanced Wind Stress 

The response of the vertical eddy heat flux to a wind stress perturbation (Figure 4.3c) has 

the opposite sign compared with the response to a warming perturbation (Figure 4.2b) . 

If the two perturbation responses were to combine in an approximately linear way, the 

increase in westerly winds could partially reduce surface heat flux-driven wanning in the 

1nid-depth Southern Ocean. To explore this possibility, we have run a combined surface 

warming (uniform +2°C) and enhanced southern wind stress (1.3 x T 0 ) perturbation ex

periment. As would be expected from the linear sum of the separate warming and wind 

stress experiments, the net heat uptake integrated over the entire domain is larger in the 

con1bined perturbation than in either of the independent perturbations. However, in the 

southern region , the addition of the enhanced wind stress to the warn1ing perturbation 

results in a s1nall decrease in the heat uptake, compared with the surface warn1ing only 

perturbation (not shown); this mechanism 1nay account for the observed recent cooling 

in the mid-depth Southern Ocean that was inferred to be due to diabatic processes (1'viei

jers et al. , 2011). The southern region heat uptake is reduced for a period of rv60 years, 

while the 1nean flow adjusts to the increased wind stress. After the 1nean heat flux has 

adjusted to balance the change in the eddy heat flux , the rate of heat uptake matches that 

in the wanning only perturbation. The cumulative heat uptake in the southern region , 

integrated over full depth , is reduced by 5% over the 100 years of simulation. 

4.5 Discussion and Conclusions 

vVe have used an eddy-pennitting nun1erical n1odel to investigate two n1echanis1ns of rnid

depth Sonthern Ocean te1nperature change , both of which rely on changes in the vertical 

eddy heat flux. The first n1echanis1n. driven by increased surface heat flux and identified in 

a coarse resolution 1nodel by Gregory (2000) . causes n1id-depth warn1ing through a reduc

tion i11 the upward eddy heat flux. In a warn1er cli1nate, the along-isopycnal 1neridional 

te1nperature gradient decreases . leading to reduced isopycnal diffusion of ten1perature. 

Since the 1nechanisn1 does not depend 011 a change in the eddy field; the response of the 
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vertical eddy heat flux in our eddy-permitting model is qualitatively similar to that found 

in coarse resolution simulations with parameterised isopycnal diffusion. 

The second mechanism involves a response to increased wind stress forcing , which 

causes a transient cooling in the mid-depth southern region due to the faster response 

of the vertical eddy heat flux compared with the vertical mean heat flux. The upward 

eddy heat flux scales with the eddy kinetic energy and therefore responds on a timescale 

of 2-3 years , ·while the downward mean heat flux changes on the timescale for the ad

justment of the upper overturning circulation, which in our model is rv60 years. During 

this adjustn1ent , a transient cooling occurs in the mid-depth southern region. Note that 

the relation between the 1nean and eddy components in the Southern Ocean vertical heat 

budget is quite different to that in the overturning circulation; at equilibrium, the vertical 

eddy heat flux nearly exactly opposes the vertical mean heat flux (Figure 4.1 b) , while the 

1nean component of the overturning is significantly larger than the eddy component of the 

overturning (r./Iorrison and Hogg, 2013). Unlike in the surface warming mechanis1n, the 

response of the vertical eddy heat flux to enhanced wind stress may differ greatly between 

coarse resolution and eddy-permitting or eddy-resolving models. Indeed, in the Cl\!IIP3 

1nodels , enhanced wind stress drives Southern Ocean warming, rather than cooling, due 

to the unresponsive eddy parameterisations in these coarse resolution models ( Cai et al. , 

2010). 
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Chapter 5 

Southern Ocean surface cooling in response to a 
warming perturbation in an eddy permitting 
ocean model 

Abstract 

This study explores how n1odulations in Antarctic dense water formation affect 

Southern Ocean temperatures in an eddy pennitting ocean 1nodel. Consistent 

with previous studies , the 1nodelled upper ocean south of 50°S cools and fresh

ens in response to enhanced surface freshvvater fluxes. Paradoxically, upper 

ocean cooling also occurs for sn1all increases ( up to a threshold) in the sur

face relaxation ten1perature. In both cases , the surface cooling and freshening 

trends are linked to the shutdown process of the abyssal overturning circula

tion and the associated changes in oceanic transport of heat and salt . The 
-

surface cooling occurs in two distinct phases - the first is dominated by de-

creasing advective fluxes of heat and salt to the surface, and the latter by a 

delayed collapse of convection, triggered at the point when the salinity change 

overwhehns the ten1perature change. During the advection don1inated phase, 

the deep ocean freshens in response to a surface freshwater perturbation or 

warn1s in response to an increase in surface relaxation te1nperature. For both 

types of buoyancy forcing perturbation, the deep ocean wanns and becomes 

1nore saline during and following the collapse of convection. The overturning 

shutdown and surface cooling trend progress at a faster rate for 111ore extren1e 

forcing perturbations , yet sn1aller perturbations result in a larger maximu1n 

surface cooling ano1naly, due to the extended tin1escale of the advection dom

inated phase. 

5.1 Introduction 

Broadscale patterns in high-latitude Southern Ocean ten1perature and salinity trends have 

e1nerged in the observations over recent decades. Despite wanning atmospheric temper

ature and enhanced heat flux entering the upper ocean, sea surface ten1perature (SST) 

south of 50°S has cooled (Bintanja et al. , 2013; Latif et al., 2013). Durack and "\i\Tijffels 

(2010) have shown freshening of the sea surface salinity (SSS) extending across the same 
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region. In cont rast. in the deep Southern Ocean a warn1ing trend is evident across nearly 

all ocean basins (P urkey and J ohnson , 2010 ; Kouketsu et al. ; 2011 ) , accon1panied by a 

widespread freshening (Purkey and Johnson , 2013). The extent to ·which these changes 

have been caused directly by altered surface fluxes or through a feedback of ocean circu

lat ion changes is unclear. 

One obvious possible n1echanis1n for driving surface cooling si111ultaneously with deep 

ocean wanning is through a 111odulation of the abyssal overturning circulat ion and t he 

associat ed vertical ocean heat flux. The lower oceanic overturning cell is fed by the pro

duction of Antarctic Bottom \i\Tater (AABW) on the continental shelves around Antarctica, 

through a process which entrains fresher , ambient waters into the dense shelf waters cas

cading down fro111 sea ice formation regions. AABvV spreads northward to fill the botto111 

of the world 's oceans , gradually 111ixing into the lighter overlying waters , and co111pleting 

the n1eridional overturning loop by upwelling in the Southern Ocean as warmer and saltier 

Circumpolar Deep Water. A decrease in the abyssal overturning circulation would there

fore change the net transport of heat and salt to the surface region where the lower cell 

outcrops around Antarctica. By analogy with the more fan1iliar case of North Atlantic 

Deep vVater shutdown (e.g. l\!Ianabe and Stouffer , 1995) , a slower rate of AABW fonna

tion would result in a cooling of the sea surface t en1perature south of around 50°S in the 

Southern Ocean , due to the reduced upward heat flux. In the Southern Hen1isphere case, 

t he cooling would be accon1panied by a freshening of the sea surface salinity, due to the 

higher salinity of the upwelling water 111asses con1pared with the relatively fresher AABW. 

Present observational uncertainties are too large to conclude if the AABvV transport 

or fonnation rate have changed in line with the recent abyssal te111perature and salinity 

trends. However , several observation-based studies have suggested that AABvV transport 

n1ay be decreasing. Kouketsu et al. (2011) hypothesised a reduction in transport in the 

lower overturning cell , based on the correlat ion in their ocean reanalysis data between the 

abyssal warn1ing and AABvV transport. Observations fron1 the Ross Sea, a botton1 water 

fon11ation region. indicate that a reduced volun1e transport of (21 ± 23 )% is contributing 

to the wan11ing of Ross Sea Botton1 Water (Shin1ada et al .. 2012). Sloyan et a l. (2013) 

also report an 18% decrease in the north·ward geostrophic transport of AABvV belo1,,v 

3700 111 in the sout lnvest P acific Ocean betv.reen 1996 and 2009. Bot h changing atmospheric 

forcing and internal natural variability are plausible drivers for reduced AAB\i\T transport. 

At1nospheric forc ing changes are consist ent -Yvith reduced dense water fonnation. through 

increased surface buo:,·anc:,· : Ant arctic ice sheet n1elt is accelerating (Rignot et al .. 2011 ). 

surface air ten1perat ures are increasing (Chapn1cu1 and \Valsh. 2007) and it is likely that 

preci pit a tio11 o\·er far southern la ti t u des is increasing clue to an an1plifiecl h:,·drological 

C_\·cle ( Durack et al .. 2012) and increasing Southern Annular ?\ Iode trend (Karoly . 2003). 

~[ean\\·hile. Lat if et al. (2013 ) ha\·e suggested that recent clecadal changes in AAB\\. 

properties and sont hern surface cooling 111ay be a .- ignat ure of the long-ten11 rebound 

response frmn the occurrence of the 197.J-76 \Yeddell Pol:,·nya . Huwever. gi\·en the scarcity 

of transport obserYations. it is also possible that the ren1ot e changes in AAB\Y properties 
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may be caused by temperature and salinity changes at the formation regions , or enhanced 

deep mixing, rather than reduced volume fluxes. Furthermore, we note from the outset 

that although we motivate the study with the recent trends in Southern Ocean temperature 

and salinity, we do not implicate a definite or exclusive causal link between the abyssal 

overturning shutdown mechanism and the recent observed trends. Indeed, there are other 

plausible explanations for the observed surface cooling; for example, it has been suggested 

that an increase in the Southern Annular JVIode may result in surface cooling through an 

enhancement of the upper overturning cell in combination with reduced atmospheric heat 

fluxes (Hall and Visbeck, 2002; Sen Gupta and England , 2006; Thompson et al. , 2011). 

A number of coarse resolution , coupled GCJVI experiments have previously shown sur

face cooling and deep warming linked to a reduction in the rate of Southern Ocean bottom 

water formation , driven either by increased freshwater or atmospheric CO2 perturbations 

( e.g. Stouffer et al. , 2007; Aiken and England, 2008; Swingedouw et al. , 2008; Menviel 

et al. , 2010; Kirkman and Bitz , 2011; Bintanja et al. , 2013) or natural centennial vari

ability (Galbraith et al. , 2011 ; Martin et al. , 2013 ; Latif et al. , 2013). In response to a 

slowdown of southern convection, these models show surface cooling and freshening , an 

increase in sea ice extent and deep warming. However , there is disagreement in these 

studies regarding what controls the magnitude of the surface cooling: Swingedouw et al. 

(2008) found that the magnitude of cooling increases with the rate of freshwater input , 

while JVIenviel et al. (2010) have shown that a smaller freshwater perturbation results in 

a larger surface cooling. The disagreement is likely a result of the large variation in the 

location, rate and length of freshwater release applied in the qifferent models , as well as 

the model dependent mean AABW formation rate and the difficulty of disentangling the 

response in coupled models. 

Here we present a process study investigating the ocean dynamics and resultant tem

perature and salinity anomalies associated with decreasing Southern Ocean bottom water 

formation in an eddy permitting, idealised ocean model. Through the analysis of a wide 

range of surface freshwater and heat flux perturbations , we explore the dynamical ocean 

control on the timescale and magnitude of t he modelled changes in temperature and salin

ity. 

5.2 Numerical model 

We investigate the surface response of an imposed change in Southern Ocean forcing in a 

series of perturbation experiments using the JVIITgcm (JVIarshall et al. , 1997) in an idealised, 

pole-to-pole, ocean sector configuration with an eddy permitting resolution of 1/4° . The 

reference case is the same as that described in Hogg et al. (2013) , but with a longer spinup 

period of 2500 years. The domain is a 40° longitudinal sector of ocean, extending from 

70°S to 70°N, with a simple Drake Passage-like sill of depth 1800 m (Figure 5.la). There 

are 36 vertical levels with resolution increasing towards the surface. We use the model 

in hydrostatic , Boussinesq mode, and with no explicit eddy parameterisation scheme. 
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Horizontal and vertical viscosity/ diffusion are 111inirnised with a biharn1onic lateral vis

cosity/ diffusivity of 1011 1114 s- 1 and a vertical viscosity / diffusivity of 10- 5 1112 s- 1 . The 

vert ical diffusivity is an1plified by a factor of 200 near the surface to generate mixed layers 

of an appropriate depth (parameterised by a Gaussian vertical diffusivity profile with a 

decay depth of 150 111 and surface diffusivity of 2 x 10- 3 1112 s- 1 ) , and is also enhanced to 

enable convective adjustn1ent of unstable density profiles . The model uses a linear equa

tion of state with density depending upon both temperature and salinity. The reference 

case is forced by prescribed wind stress (Figure 5. 1 b) , ten1perature relaxation at the sur

face with a restoring tin1escale of 60 days applied over the top grid cell of thickness 10 111 

(Figure 5.l c), and a fixed freshwater flux (Figure 5.ld) . All forcing is t emporally invariant 

and zonally uniforn1 , although variations in the model SST fields imply that atmosphere

ocean heat fluxes vary zonally and in tin1e, even though the relaxation temperature does 

not . The model is run in ocean-only configuration , with no sea ice fonnulation . The 

uncoupled configuration has the advantage of higher resolution, better control over forc

ing perturbations and ease of isolating the dynan1ical processes involved in the transient 

responses . The possible influence of sea ice feedbacks on the results are discussed further 

in Sect ion 5. 7. 
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Follo-wing the 2500 :vears of spinup. a nun1ber of independent surface wanning and 

freshwat er fl ux pert urbations are run for a duration of 100 years. The change in Southern 

Ocean forcing used in the \Yasn1ing per t urbations is shown in Figure 5.2a. Except for ex

per i1nent SST0.5S . \\·e haYe uniforn1 l:: increased the surface te1nperat.ure rf'l axation profile 

b_\· a const ant a1nount o\·er all latitudes (including nort hern lat i tucles . not shown). SSTO. 5S 

has enhanced \\·anning onl:\· south of -55°S. All of the perturbations are st ep changes in 

forcing S\\·itdH?cl on at ~·ear 0. except for SST0. 5RA1'IP. \vhich has the san1e uniforn1ly 
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Figure 5.2 : Buoyancy forcing perturbations applied in the respective numerical model experi

ments : a) Change in SST relaxation profile for the surface warming perturbations, and b) fresh

water flux perturbations (precipitation minus evaporation). 

increased SST relaxation profile as SST0.5 , but is ramped line?,rly from +0°C to +0.5°C 

over 50 years starting from year 0. For the freshwater perturbations (Figure 5.2b) , we 

scale the freshwater flux by a constant factor between 50-70°8 , decreasing to no change 

at 43°8 . The global freshwater flux is then recalibrated to eliminate any imbalance in the 

meridional integral, which has the effect of slightly reducing the freshwater input relative 

to the reference case north of 43°8. After the recalibration , the freshwater flux between 

50-70°8 has been increased by 1.15 xi 1.3x and 2.0 x in the perturbations labelled FWl.15 , 

FWl.3 and FW2.0 respectively. 

The state of the Southern Ocean portion of the reference case is shown in Figure 5.3. 

The surface imprint of the stratification and the eddying nature of the model is highlighted 

in the snapshot of SST (Figure 5.3a). The overturning circulation, shown in Figure 5.3b, 

has been calculated on density surfaces and remapped back to depth space using the zonal 

and temporal mean stratification. The model reproduces three overturning cells , analogous 

to the observed Southern Ocean overturning cells : the surface subtropical cell , confined 

to the upper 300 m north of 50°Si the upper i 'North Atlantic Deep Water ' cell and the 

lower 'AABW' cell , which fills the deep and abyssal layers. To compare the modelled 

overturning with observations of the global overturning , the transports should be scaled 

up from the limited zonal domain by a factor ( of approximately 9) to account for the 

width of the model domain compared to the real ocean. 
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width of the model domain relative to the width of the real ocean. 

5. 3 Surface response t o buoyancy forcing perturbat ions 

5 .3.1 Freshwater p erturbations 

Consistent with previous coupled n1odel studies (e.g. Stouffer et al., 2007; Aiken and Eng

land , 2008; Swingedouw et al. , 2008; l\!Ienviel et al. , 2010 ; Kirkman and Bitz , 2011 ; Bintanj a 

et al. , 2013) , the modelled upper ocean cools and freshens over the latitudes of the Antarc

tic Circumpolar Current in response to enhanced freshwater perturbations (Figure 5.4) . 

The region 45-70°S cools nearly uniforn1ly and the freshening ano111aly peaks over t he san1e 

lat itude range . Although the region of surface cooling and freshening coincides with t he 

spatial extent of t he applied freshwater perturbation (south of 45°S; Figure 5.2b) , we show 

in Section 5.4 t hat the pattern of surface salinity and te111perature ano111alies are prirnarily 

detern1ined by changes in ocean circulation , rather t han t he applied forcing perturbation. 

As expected . the surface salinity ano111aly scales with the size of t he freshwater pertur

bation (Figure 5.5b) : n1ore freshwater input results in a fresher surface layer . Interestingly, 

the ::-;urface cooling (Figure 5.5a) scales inversely : s111aller freshwater perturbations lead to 

larger 1naxin1un1 cooling ano111alies . The tin1e taken to reach t he rnaxin1u111 cooling / 

freshening and a pseuclo-equilibriun1 state also scales inversely with the 111agnit ucle of 

the fres hwater perturbation. The cl~rna1nics setting the 111agnitude of t he temperature and 

salinity a11o n1alies . as well as the t i111escale of acljust111ent , are investigated in greater detail 

in Srction 5.-1. 
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Figure 5.4: Linear decadal trends 1n a) sea surface temperature and b) sea surface salinity, 

calculated over years 0-50 of the freshwater perturbation FWl.15. 

5.3.2 Warming perturbations 

Despite a uniform increase in the imposed atmospheric temperature, significant surface 

cooling over the latitudes of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current also occurs in response to 

moderate warming perturbations (Figure 5.5c). Similar to the freshwater perturbations, 

the region 45-70°S cools nearly uniformly. As expected, SST increases north of 40°8 and 

into the Northern Hemisphere. There is a small region of cooling in the western half of the 

simulated North Atlantic basin. However, the spatial extent and magnitude of the north

ern cooling trend are minimal compared with the Southern Ocean. The inter-hemispheric 

asymmetry arises due to the difference in the net meridional salt transport between the 

upper and lower overturning cells. The salinity difference between the poleward and equa

torward limbs of the lower cell is much larger than for the upper overturning cell, resulting 

in a significant salinity feedback process in the Southern Ocean ( discussed further in Sec

tion 5.4) , which is not present in the northern hemisphere. As a result of this salinity 

feedback , the surface south of 45°S also freshens in response to the warming perturbations 

(Figure 5.5d). Apart from the most extreme warming perturbation (SST2.0), the spatial 

pattern of surface cooling and freshening is similar for all of the warming experiments, 

independent of whether the forcing was altered locally or globally. For example, SST0.5S , 

which has no change in the relaxation temperature north of 55°S, shows significant cool

ing trends extending to 45°S ( though less warming north of this latitude compared with 

SST0.5). 

As for the freshwater perturbations, the magnitude of the cooling and the t imescale 

of both the cooling and freshening are strongly dependent on the size of the warming 

perturbation. The greatest cooling occurs for the smallest change in relaxation tempera

ture, with the most extreme perturbation (SST2 .0) causing surface warming rather than 

cooling (Figure 5.5c). Variation in the location (SST0.5S) or timescale (SST0.5RAJVIP) of 

the anomalous forcing does not significantly affect the magnitude of the surface cooling or 

freshening, relative to a perturbation with a uniform, step change in forcing (SST0.5), pro-
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Figure 5.5: Ti111e series of SST ( upper ) and SSS (lower) anomalies, relative to the reference case, 

for the different fresh \vater (left ) and warn1ing (right ) per turbations and averaged over the region 

south of 60°8. 

, ·idecl that the forcing is sufficient ly far fron1 t he t hreshold where SST wanns rather than 

cools . i.e . the threshold between SSTl.O and SST2 .0. The 1nagnit ude of the freshening 

(Figure 5.5d) ,·aries 111uch less than the cooling between the different ·warn1ing p ertur

bations. As for the fr esh,vat er perturbations . the tin1escale to reach a quasi-equilbriun1 

decreases for la rger forcing changes. 

5.4 Heat and salt budgets 

5 .4 .1 lVIethods 

The n1odelled cooling and fresh ening described in the pre, ·iou · section is surface enhanced 

and li111itccl to the upprr oc an (Figure 5.6 ) . Belo\\· the cooling region . there is a widespread 

,n -u111ing trencl to full depth. in both the ,vcun1ing and fresh11·ater p erturba tions . In this 

paper . our pri111ar_,. goal i~ to explore the transient surface cooling and freshening in the 

111oclc 1. and for t hi~ reason. ,ve have chosen to analyse the hea t and salt budget s for the 

upper 1:2 111odel le, ·eb ( "-' (0-180 ) 111 depth ) bet11·een 60-70°S . as sho11·n b>· the ,vhite box 

in Figure :3. G. 
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Figure 5.6: The zonally averaged, linear decadal temperature trend, calculated over years 0-50 

of the warming perturbation SST0.5RAJVIP, relative to the reference case. The white box in the 

upper left shows the region used for the heat and salt budgets in Section 5.4. 

The heat budget , integrated over the subdomain, is given by 

T = S +A+D+C, (5.1) 

where T is the heat content tendency, S is the flux through the ocean surface , A is the 

advective flux through the lateral and lower boundaries, D is the parameterised turbulent 

diffusive flux through the lower boundary and C is the parameterised convective flux 

through the lower boundary. The tendency term is calculated as 

!Om 160° S .l40° ~8 T = p0 cp A dx dy dz, 
-180m 70° S 0° ut 

(5.2) 

where ~e is the change in temperature calculated over the time period ~t = 1 year , p0 is 

a reference density and cp is the specific heat capacity. The surface heat flux , S , varies in 

time , dependent on the temperature difference between the relaxation temperature profile 

and SST. The advective flux is the difference between the time mean fluxes through the 

northern and lower boundaries: 

60°s 40° o 40° 
A= PoCp r r WLBL dx dy - PoCp j m r -V1-iV-eN-dX dz, (5.3) 

J10°s Joo -180m Joo 

where v and w are the meridional and vertical components of the velocity, the subscripts 

L and N denote evaluation at the lower and northern boundaries of the subdomain re

spectively, and the overbar represents a 1 year time average. The diffusive flux is given 

by 
60°S 40° ae 

D = -poCp { { f<Cv -a dx dy , (5.4) 
J10°s Joo z 

evaluated at the lower surface of the subdomain and where f<Cv is the vertical diffusivity. 
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Figure 5 . 7: Te1nporal evolution of the a) heat and b) salt budgets for the freshwater perturbation 

FvVl.15 , calculated over the subdo1nain of the white box in F igure 5.6 and annually averaged. The 

tern1s are the surface flux , S , heat or salt content tendency, T , advect ive flux , A , convect ive flux , 

C, and the diffusive flux , V . The years -10---tO are the reference case and years 0---tlOO are t he 

perturbation. Positive heat fluxes warn1 the region, while positive salt fluxes increase the salinity. 

The meridional diffusion through the northern boundary is negligible. 

The salinity budget is identical to the heat budget wit h specific heat content , p0 cp8, 

replaced by salt content, p0 S , where S is the salinity. Unlike the surface heat flux , the 

surface salt flux is temporally invariant . 

The heat and salt fluxes for the reference simulation, norrnalised by the surface area 

of the subdo1nain, are shown in years - 10 to O of F igure 5. 7. As the system is in a long

tenn equilibriu1n , the heat and salt content tendencies (black lines) are negligible. In the 

reference case, the cooling and freshening inputs fron1 the surface forcing (blue lines) are 

largely ( rv60% for the heat flux and rv80% for the salt flux) balanced by the paran1eterised 

convective fluxes (green lines), which n1ix the cool, fresh surface waters with the lower 

relatively warn1, salty water n1asses . Although the lower cell is fed by convection in the 

n1odel, this does not in1ply a linear relationship between the convect ive fluxes of heat and 

salt and the lower cell transport, as changes in ten1perature and salinity may compensate 

for changes in volume transport . The re1nainder of the surface fluxes are balanced by the 

aclvective fluxes (reel lines) . through the lower and northern boundaries . Although the 

locat ion of the overturning cells vvhen averaged in density space (Figure 5.3b) suggests 

that the advective fluxes south of 60°S should be entirely clue to the lu\ver overturning 

cell. the picture is ver:y different in the depth space fran1evvork we have used for the heat 

and salt budget anal:ysi!::i . Figure 5.8 con1pares the location and strength of the overturning 

cells . in the region surrounding the subdon1ain of interest . calculated using density layer 

and depth le, ·el fra1neworks. In depth space . the 1nagnitucle and extent of the lower 

o,·ert urning ce 11 is grea tl:v din1inished and the Deacon cell is the don1inant feature (Doos 

and \\-ebb. 199-J) . In this stuch ·. we are pri1narily interested in clet.ern1ining the cause 
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Figure 5.8: The zonally averaged overturning streamfunction near the analysis region (subdomain 

shown by white box), for a 10 year mean of the reference case. a) Averaged on density surfaces 

( then mapped back into depth coordinates), with 1 Sv contour intervals. b) Averaged on depth 

levels, with 0.1 Sv contour intervals for negative streamfunction values, and 0.5 Sv contours for 

positive streamfunction values. Red colours and solid black lines denote clockwise circulation, 

while blue colours and dashed black lines indicate anti-clockwise circulation. 

of the surface cooling and freshening, and therefore it is logical to use a depth space 

framework for the problem. However, the use of a depth space framework means that 

there is a more complicated relationship between the advective volume flux through the 

subdomain and the magnitude of the density-averaged overturning, than would be the case 

in an isopycnal framework. We explicitly examine the changes in the lower overturning 

cell transport in Section 5.5. The advective flux for the reference case, analysed in the 

depth space framework, contributes a positive flux (i.e. warming and increasing salinity) 

to the subdomain, due to upwelling of relatively warmer and saltier water masses, which 

are modified by cooling and freshening inputs at the surface, before exiting the domain 

through the northern boundary or the southern part of the lower boundary (Figure 5.8b). 

5.4.2 Freshwater perturbations 

In this section, we describe the evolution of the heat and salt fluxes for the perturbation 

FWl.15, as shown in Figure 5.7, which leads to the changes in SST and SSS shown in 

Figure 5.5 (solid lines). The shutdown of convection does not begin immediately following 

the perturbation, but is instead dependent on a slow preceding adjustment of temperature 

and salinity by the advective fluxes. The transient surface cooling occurs in two distinct 

dynamical regimes, as shown by the dashed vertical lines labelled in Figure 5.7. 

The first dynamical regime spans years 0-65 and is dominated by decreasing advec

tive fluxes. The sudden increase in applied surface freshwater flux induces an immediate 

freshening response at the surface and a subsequent small increase in the convective salt 

flux over the first decade, due to the enhanced salinity difference between the surface and 

deep waters. However, the dominant effect of the surface freshening over years 0-65 is 
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Figure 5.9: The change in the zonally averaged overturning strean1function averaged over years 

20-30 of the freshwater perturbation FWl.15 (relative to the reference case shown in Figure 5.8b). 

Black contours show 0.05 Sv intervals and red colours indicates clockwise circulation. 

a reduction in the overturning circulation and the advective volume fluxes through the 

subdon1ain. Figure 5.9 shows that the lower cell overturning , averaged over years 20-30 

of perturbation FWl.15 and in a depth space fra1nework , is significantly din1inished coin

pared with the reference case overturning shown in Figure 5.8b. The depth averaged ' lower 

cell" decreases while the Deacon cell ren1ains unchanged. The decreased volu1ne flux slows 

the advective heat and salt transports to the surface, resulting in sustained cooling and 

freshening trends during years 0-65. Lower SST increases the surface heat flux (i.e. there 

is less surface cooling; Figure 5. 7a) , due to the interactive surface boundary condition. 

This SST response results in a positive feedback , whereby the increased surface heat flux 

further reduces advection, causing 1nore surface cooling and thereby further increased sur

face heat flux. The convective heat and salt fluxes ren1ain approximately constant during 

this period , due to the opposing effects of cooling and freshening on the surface density. 

Roughly half of the net cooling in the shutdown process occurs during this advection 

don1inated regin1e (years 0-65 ; Figure 5.5a) . 

Convection shuts down during the econd regime, 65-83 years after the start of the 

freshwater forcing perturbation. As found in other simulations of AABvV slo\vdo\vn ( e.g. 

I<:irkn1an and Bitz. 2011: 1Iartin et al.. 2013). at son1e point salinity changes have a greater 

effect on surface density than ten1perature changes . causing surface density to decrease 

and convection to slow . In our 111odel. the nature of the surface boundary conditions 

contribut e to the clon1inance of salinity changes over ten1perature changes : the surface 

heat flux increases as con\·ection shuts dO\Yl1 . while the surface salt flux ren1ains constant. 

resulting in a grea ter in1balance in the salinity budget . Decreasing convection has the 

~cune effect on SST and SSS as the ach·ection changes in Regirne I. but at a n1uch faster 

rate. The upper ocean becon1es isolated fron1 the deep ocean, and the vertical gradients 

of te1npera ture and salini t~· increase . \\·hich allows diffusion to increase and provide an 
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upward flux of heat and salt. 

After convection has shut down, from year 83 onwards, the system 1s 1n a quas1-

equilibrium, in which diffusion approximately balances the surface fluxes. 

Similar transient responses of the heat and salt fluxes occur for different freshwater 

perturbations. The timescale of Regime I (the period of advection-induced surface cool

ing) scales inversely with the magnitude of the freshwater perturbation. That is, smaller 

increases in surface freshwater flux result in slower rates of advective overturning decrease. 

The timescale of the convection shutdown in Regime II is similar for all perturbations. 

The increased timescale of Regime I for small perturbations explains the larger magnitude 

of cooling seen in these experiments (Figure 5.5a). For extreme freshwater perturbations , 

such as experiment FW2.0 , the initial change in surface salinity is sufficient to begin shut

down of convection without the prior advective feedback process, and Regime II begins 

immediately following the perturbation. The magnitude of the surface salinity anomaly 

increases with the size of the freshwater forcing perturbation, due to the direct effect of 

the change in surface salt flux. 

5.4.3 Warming perturbations 

Figure 5.10 shows the response of the heat and salt fluxes to the warming perturbation 

SST0.5. The same two distinct surface cooling regimes , as described for the freshwater 

perturbation in Figure 5. 7, are easily identifiable - the first dominated by changes in the 

advective fluxes and the second by the shutdown of convection. 

The one notable difference for the warming perturbation is -an initial period of surface 

warming during years 0-5 before the cooling begins (seen in Figure 5.5c). The sudden 
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Figure 5.10: Ten1poral evolution of the a) heat and b) salt budgets for the warming pert urbat ion 

SST0.5 , calculated over the subdomain of the white box in Figure 5.6 and annually averaged . The 

terms are the surface flux, S , heat or salt content tendency; T , advective flux , A , convect ive flux , 

C, and the diffusive flux , 1J. The years -10--+0 are t he reference case and years 0--+ 100 are the 

perturbation. Positive heat fluxes warm the region, while positive salt fluxes increase the salinity. 
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Figure 5.11 : Temporal evolution of SST and SSS , averaged over t he region 60-70°S, for the 

warming perturbation SST0.5 . Each dot represents a one year time average and colours show the 

te1nporal evolution . The black dot is t he t in1e mean of the reference case and dots with black 

out lines highlight the duration of t he different cooling regi1nes . Density contours (in kg n1- 3 ) are 

shown by t he diagonal black lines. 

increase of the relaxation temperature by 0.5°C at year O increases the surface heat flux. 

vVithin the first five years, the advective and convective heat fluxes do not adjust quickly 

enough to balance t he change in surface input , which results in a wanning a t the surface, 

shown more clearly in Figure 5 .11. The increase in SST reduces the surface density and 

hence the convective fluxes during the first 5 years. The surface freshwater input rernains 

fixed , and t herefore the reduced convective salt flux results in a freshening trend during 

the first five years . 

From year 5 onwards in the warming perturbation , the response of t he heat and salt 

fluxes follows a si1nilar sequence to that described for the freshwater perturbation. The 

r duction in surface heat flnx and subsequent surface freshening reduces the overturning 

circulat ion and advective volume fluxes through t he subdon1ain . As for the freshwater 

perturbation , the temperature and salinity changes during t he advection do1ninated regin1e 

largely con1pensate. It is shown 111ore clearly in Figure 5.11 that the surface properties 

evolve parallel to a density contour in te1nperature and salinity space during Regi1ne I 

(years 5-37). One convect ion begins to shutdown around year 37. the surface freshening 

don1inates over the cooling signal and the surface density rapidly reduces. 

As for t he freshwater perturbat ions: t he timescale of the advection do1ninated Regirne 

I scales inversely with the size of the pert urbation , and the 111agnitude of surface cooling 

scales ,,·it h the length of the advective-inclucecl cooling period. That is . s1naller changes 
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1n surface relaxation temperature result in larger maximum surface cooling anomalies. 

Moderate increases in surface flux , such as perturbation SSTl .0 , have a sufficiently large 

initial change in surface heat flux to begin the shutdown of convection without the prior 

advective feedback process , and Regirne II begins immediately following the initial sur

face warming. The final surface temperature change in SSTl.O is around half that of 

SST0.5 , due to the missing advective cooling process. In large warming perturbations 

(e.g. SST2.0) , the surface heat flux switches from negative to postive, and thus no surface 

cooling occurs. The salinity anomaly at 100 years is similar for all wanning perturbations , 

as the 1najority of the salinity change occurs during the convection shutdown (Regime II) , 

rather than during the advective dominated period (Regime I). 

5.5 Response of the lower overturning cell 

5.5.1 Overturning transport 

The lower overturning cell shuts down in all of the warming (Figure 5.12a) and freshwater 

perturbations. The transport at 60°S, close to the fonnation region , decreases approxi

mately linearly throughout the period when surface temperatures are cooling (Figure 5.5c). 

The timescale for the shutdown is the same as the cooling timescale , i.e. the lower over

turning cell persists longer for s1naller ·warming and freshening perturbations. Figure 5.13 

shows the link between the lower cell transport and the su1n of the advective and convec

tive heat fluxes , for the warming perturbation SST0.5. Within the initial surface wanning 

period, there is a significant decrease in the convective heat flux by the end of the first 

year. The lower cell transport at 60°S responds ·with a small delay, decreasing by roughly 
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Figure 5.12: Ti1ne series of the lower cell streamfunction n1inirnum at a) 60°S and b) 30°S for the 

reference case and wanning pert urbations. The data has been smoothed using a 4 year window, 

so that t he underlying trends are clear. 
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one third over years 1-5. During the first cooling regirne. when the heat budget is don1-

inated by advective changes, the lower cell transport scales linearly with the advective 

heat flux , indicating that the advective heat flux is prin1arily controlled by the volun1e 

flux in the lower cell , rather than the upper overturning cell or te1nperature changes. The 

sudden change in the convective heat flux beginning at year 37 of the perturbation SST0.5 

occurs too rapidly for the lower overturning cell transport to respond within the sa1ne 

tin1e fran1e. There is a delay of around 10 years before the overturning transport adjusts 

to the decrease in the convective fluxes. The other warming and freshening perturbations 

have sin1ilar dynan1ics to SST0.5. 

Despite the variation between perturbations in fonnation rates and the lower cell shut

down ti1nescale at 60°S (Figure 5.12a) , the sensitivity of the lower cell transport response 

at 30°S is surprisingly independent of the perturbation magnitude (Figure 5.12b). With 

the exception of experi1nent SST0.5RAMP, in all of the warming perturbations , the trans

port in the lower cell reaches 50% of the reference value at 30°S during years 45-55, despite 

vastly different formation rates further south. The slower rate of decrease in SST0.5RANIP 

occurs due to the extended length of the initial surface warming regime in this pertur ba

tion . Surface temperatures in SST0.5RAJ\1IP do not begin to cool (Figure 5.5c) and the 

lower cell transport at 60°S is not distinguishable from the reference case (Figure 5.12a) 

until around year 25. However , once the lower cell transport at 30°S begins to respond to 

the changing surface conditions , the rate of decrease in SST0.5RA 1IP is si1nilar to that of 
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the larger warming perturbations. The same insensitivity of the rate of lower cell transport 

decrease at 30°S to the perturbation magnitude is observed in the freshwater experiments. 

5.5.2 Abyssal temperature and salinity 

Figure 5.14 compares the evolution of abyssal temperature and salinity between a warm

ing and a freshwater perturbation, averaged below 3000 m and over the region 50-70°S. 

The magnitude and direction of the trends during the advective dominated Regime I are 

strongly dependent on the type of buoyancy forcing perturbation. Initially, the abyssal 

water mass freshens in the freshwater perturbation FWl .15, with minimal temperature 

change until Regime II (marked by the black circle in Figure 5.14). In the warming per

turbation SST0.5, the abyssal water mass warms and becomes saltier. From the beginning 

of Regime II, when the convective fluxes shut down, the response is similar for both the 

warming and freshwater perturbations, with significant warming and increasing salinity. 
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Figure 5.14: Temporal evolution of abyssal temperature and salinity relative to the reference 

case, averaged below 3000 m and over the region 50-70°S, for the warming perturbation SST0.5 

(right) and freshwater perturbation FWl.15 (left). The colours show the temporal evolution and 

the black dot is the time mean of the reference case. The black circles show the division between 

the advective and convective dominated phases, corresponding to year 37 for the perturbation 

SST0.5 and year 65 for FWl.15. Density contours (in kg m- 3 ) are shown by the diagonal black 
lines. 

Unlike the nearly identical surface response for both the warming and freshwater per

turbations, the temperature and salinity changes in the abyssal ocean are qualitatively 

different during the first part of the overturning shutdown process. 
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5.6 Comparison to observations 

Observations of Southern Ocean t 1nperature and salinity at the surface (Durack and 

\\-ijffels . 2010 : Bintanj a et al.. 2013) and in the deepest ocean layers (Purkey and J ohnson . 

2010: I(ouketsu et al.. 2011 : Purkey and J ohnson i 2013) show significant decadal t rends. 

which so far ren1ain unexplained. The changes include freshening and cooling at the ocean 

surface ( despite ongoing global wan11ing) i and significant vvan11ing and freshening in t he 

abyssal ocean . In t his section v.re expand on the hypothesis put forward by Latif et al. 

(2013) and Bintanja et al. (2013) - that observed Southern Ocean surface cooling 111ay be 

linked to a slovvdo,:vn of the botton1 water formation rat e - and show that both surface and 

abyssal observations are broadly consistent with the 111echanisn1 examined in t his study. 

The 1nagnitude and spatial coverage of observed surface ten1perature and salinity 

t rends (Figure 5 .1 5) are coin parable to the 111odeled surface trends t hat occur in response 

to an overturning shutdown (e .g. Figure 5.4) . The SST data in Figure 5.15a is sourced 

fro1n t he Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Ten1perature data set (HadISST: Rayner 

et al. i 2003) i ·which incorporates satellite data i float and ship 1neasure1nents. The SST 

trend is calculated over the period 1982 - 2012 i in order to align with t he satellite period. 

The observed Southern Ocean surface freshening sho,;vn in Figure 5 .15b is reproduced fron1 

the analysis of Durack and vVijffels (2010) i which ut ilised salinity 111easure1nents fron1 in 

situ historical archives and Argo floats over t he period 1950 - 2008. 

Averaged over far sout hern latit udes . other SST data sets shov.r sin1ilar cooling t rends 

to HadISST (con1pared in Figure 5.1 6 and Table 5.1). In addit ion to HadISST: we have 

anah ·sed fo ur other SST data sets - NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Ten1-

pera ture (ERSST.v3b: Sn1ith et al.. 2008) . NOAA Optin1un1 Interpolation Sea Surface 

Ten1perature (0I. v2 : Reynolds et al.. 2002) and the J apan 1Ieteorological A.gene:· Cen

t ennial in situ Observation-Based Estin1ates (COBE: Ishii et al. . 2005 ). Of these. onb· 

HadISST and 0I.v2 incorporate satelli te data in addition to in situ data derived fron1 

float and ship n1easuren1ents . Other than HadSST3. all of the dat a sets are interpolated 

and use sea ice concentration to calculate SST near sea ice using stati tical rela tion hips. 

HadSST3 is unint erpolated . but contains bias adjustn1ent to reduce the effect of spurious 

trends due t o changes in n1easuren1ent practices. For the tin1e series of SST sho\\·n in 

Figure 5.16 . each data point represent s a 1 year tin1e 111ean and patial aYerage oYer all 

a, ·ailable data in the region south of 50cS. The large offset in 111ean ten1perature bet\\·eeu 

the da ta sets arises fron1 ,·ariat ion in int erpolation 111ethods . bias-adj ustn1ent and trea t

n1ent of sea ice. as "·ell as ·patial and te1nporal gaps in the data . The HadSS T3 dataset 

consists of SST anon1alies fron1 a clin1atological 111ean. so \\·e haYe adjusted the HaclSS T 3 

tinie series b:· a cons tant offse t. so that it has the san1e n1ean SST as HadISST over the 

period 198:2-:20 L2. Ho" ·e,·er. this adj ustn1ent does not affect the Hac1SST3 trend. All five 

SST cla ta sets sho\\· a cooling trend over this period (Table .S .1 ). and the trends are ro

bust "·hen calc ulated o,·er the region south of -S0°S or the sn1aller region south of 60°S. 

suggesting that the pre~ence and trea tn1ent of sea ice. ,Yhich ext ends to "'60 8 S in ,\·inter. 

i~ not ach ·erse l:· affec ting the cla ta. 
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The SST trends in the model simulations are comparable to the observations (Ta

ble 5.1), with a cooling of -0.08 QC/decade in both the smallest warming (SST0.5RAMP) 

and freshening (FWl.15) experiments, averaged south of 60QS and over years 0-50. The 

modeled SST cooling rate of -0.08 QC/ decade is relatively constant throughout the advec

tion dominated period (Regime I). The cooling rate during Regime II, when convection 

shuts down, is considerably larger, around -0.5 QC/decade in both the SST0.5RAMP and 

FWl.15 experiments. 

The observational estimates of abyssal warming are much more uncertain than the 

surface trends, but have been estimated as +0.03QC / decade, using data from the last 

two decades below 4000 m in the Southern Ocean and south of the Subantarctic Front 

(Purkey and Johnson, 2010). The modeled abyssal warming rate in the experiment 

SST0.5RAMP, is smaller, but of the same order of magnitude as the observed trend, at 

around +0.01 QC/ decade, calculated as a linear trend over years 0-50 of the perturbation, 

and below 3000 min the region south of 50QS. 
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Figure 5.15: Observed linear trends in Southern Ocean surface properties. a) SST trend from 

the HadISST data set, calculated over the period 1982 - 2012 (°C/decade). Hatching shows where 

three of the four other SST data sets (HadSST3, ERSST, OISST and COBE), analysed over the 

same time period, agree with the sign of the HadISST temperature trend. b) Salinity trend from 

Durack and Wijffels (2010), calculated over the period 1950 - 2008 (pss/decade). 
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Table 5.1: Linear, decadal SST trends calculated over the period 1982 - 2012. Trends that a re 

significantly different from zero at the 99% confidence level are shown in bold font . 

Data set SST trend 60-90°S SST trend 50-90°S 
(°C/ dec) (°C / dee) 

COBE -0.02 -0.03 
HadISST -0.04 -0.03 

0I.v2 -0. 05 -0. 04 
ERSST -0.06 -0.06 

HadSST3 -0.06 -0.07 

5. 7 Discussion and summary 

We have investigated the dyna1nics of the Southern Ocean surface cooling and freshening 

that occurs in response to reduced abyssal overturning circulation transport, using an 

eddy permitting, idealised ocean 1nodel. The ocean-driven mechanism relies on surface 

buoyancy forcing perturbations ( enhanced freshwater flux or paradoxically, atmospheric 

wanning) inducing changes in the overturning circulation. We find that a transient SST 

t rend, of si1nilar n1agnit ude and spatial extent to t he observations, occurs in the n1odel 

on a t in1escale of order 100 years, in response to a range of such perturbations. The 

surface cooling and freshening are linked to the shutdown process of the lower overturning 

circulation, due to t he changing oceanic transport of heat and salt to the surface region . 

The n1odelled overturning shutdown process follows a sequence of distinct stages , do1n

inated by different heat and salt fluxes . Surface cooling occurs in two distinct regin1es: the 
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Figure 5.16: Time series of annual SST fo r fi\·e different obsen ·ational da ta sets .. averaged over 
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first is characterised by decreasing advective heat flux to the surface, linked to a simulta

neous reduction in the volume transport of the lower overturning cell, and the second is 

characterised by a sudden drop in convective heat flux, resulting from a surface freshwater 

cap and driving a delayed decrease in the lower cell transport. The cooling and freshening 

is a transient effect; all of the perturbations reach a quasi-equilibrium within 100 years, in 

which enhanced stratification allows diffusion to balance the surface fluxes. The shutdown 

process and associated cooling occurs at a faster rate for larger perturbations, since the 

threshold for shutdown of convection is reached sooner. However, since the cooling occurs 

during both the advective and convective dominated regimes, smaller perturbations (in 

which the advective dominated regime persists for an extended period) have a significantly 

stronger net cooling anomaly compared with larger perturbations (in which the convective 

flux shutdown begins nearly immediately). The surface heat flux in the largest warming 

perturbation is indeed sufficient to warm, rather than cool, SST south of 50°S, as may be 

expected from a simple, non-dynamical view of the system. 

The idealised numerical model used in this paper incorporates many simplifications 

in terms of topography, forcing, dense water formation processes and lack of coupling to 

atmosphere and sea ice, which leads to the obvious question: to what extent are the results 

applicable to the real climate system? In this section we address possible impacts of the 

idealised nature of the model and discuss some of the missing feedbacks. However, we 

also argue that, despite the simplifications, this model captures the most relevant ocean 

dynamics and the ocean overturning feedback process. 

One of the most obvious and perhaps consequential simplifications is the method of 

dense water formation in the model. In the real ocean, dense shelf waters are formed as a 

result of atmospheric cooling and brine rejection in localised polynyas, which subsequently 

entrain fresher surrounding waters to form AABW. We combine the net buoyancy effect of 

these separate dense water production and entrainment processes into the zonally averaged 

surface freshwater flux and temperature relaxation, which results in an abyssal water mass 

with similar properties to AABW, but likely different sensitivity to forcing changes. The 

idealised buoyancy fluxes are also temporally invariant with no seasonal cycle. In the real 

ocean, the intense buoyancy fluxes that lead to convective onset are intermittent in both 

space and time, leading to a density profile that appears stable in a long time average, but 

which has transient unstable events. In our model, the lack of seasonally varying surface 

forcing means that our density profile is, in some regions, always marginally unstable. 

However, the results of a high resolution polynya modelling study by l\!Iarsland et al. 

(2007) found that dense water production responds at least qualitatively similarly to that 

in our idealised model. Using a coupled ocean and sea ice model with realistic topography 

and forcing, l\!Iarsland et al. (2007) found a 40% decrease in dense shelf water production 

in response to a +2°C atmospheric warming, and a 33% reduction following a 20 cm/year 

increase in precipitation. 

The other major simplification commonly used for modelling the lower overturning cell 

is the use of parameterised convection, which enables the transport of dense waters from 
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the upper ocean forn1ation regions to the lower layers. In our 111odel this is achieved by 

enhancing vertical 111ixing of temperature and salinity. Paran1eterised convection results 

in an artificial separation of the advective and convective fluxes; in the real ocean, these 

are both parts of the same overturning circulation cell and are unquestionably dependent 

on each other. However , given that a resolution of order 3 - 5 km is needed to resolve 

the downslope AABvV pathways in z-coordinate models (Winton et al. , 1998) , which is 

approximately one to two orders of magnitude higher than the resolution of present cli-

111ate models , it re111ains a worthwhile exercise to improve understanding of the dynan1ical 

processes associated with para111eterised convection. 

The formation of dense water and its sensitivity to forcing perturbations is also likely 

to be greatly affected by the use of a linear equation of state in the 111odel. Along with 

111issing water mass formation due to cabbeling and thennobaric processes (Kloeker and 

:NicDougall, 2010) , salinity is of relatively greater importance for determining density at 

cold ten1peratures. This could have consequences for the ti111ing of the convection shut

down at the start of Regin1e II. In particular, as convection begins to shutdown at the 

point where the impact of the salinity anomaly on density dominates over the in1pact of 

the temperature anomaly, it is possible that in a setup using a full equation of state, the 

convection may be more sensitive to forcing changes. 

With no sea ice n1odel , it is possible that we may be neglecting an important feedback 

process in the formation of dense water. Aiken and England (2008), in a coupled ocean

atn1osphere-sea ice n1odel , investigated a negative feedback process , whereby a decrease 

in convection reduced the upward heat flux and cooled SST in the dense water formation 

region, resulting in a higher rate of sea ice formation and therefore an increase in brine 

rejection and at least a partial offset in the original convective decrease . This negative 

sea ice feedback i111plies that there may be a forcing perturbation threshold, below which 

the lower overturning cell is stable to s111all perturbations. Observations are currently 

showing an increase in Southern Ocean sea ice coverage (Zhang, 2007) , as predicted by 

the negative feedback process of Aiken and England (2008). However, the coupled ocean

sea ice n1odelling study of Zhang (2007) suggests that the sea ice increase is not due to 

an enhanced fon11ation rate , but rather to the subsurface 111elt rate decreasing faster ( due 

to reduced upward heat flux) than the decrease in fonnation rate. The recent modelling 

study of Bintanj a et al. (2013) is in agree111ent with Zhang (2007); showing that the cool, 

fresh surface layer has isolated sea ice fro111 warn1 upwelling waters and therefore decreased 

the rate of basal n1elt. The sin1ilarity of the lower overturning cell shutdown and surface 

response in our idealised n1odel con1pared ,vith previous studies using models coupled 

to sea ice (e .g. Stouffer et al.. 2007: Aiken and England. 2008: Swinged01nv et al. , 2008: 

1Ie1l\·iel et al. . 2010: I(irkn1cu1 ctnd Bitz. 2011: Bintanja et al.. 2013) leads us to argue that 

\\·e are capturing the n1ost rele,·ant dynan1ics of the ocean overturning systen1. 

Furthennore. despite the possible influences of the sin1plified dense ,vater forn1ation. 

it is ,,·ort h noting that the 111odelled SST cooling is also strongly dependent on the larger 

scale d:n1an1ical ocean feedback and in particular the clynan1ics of the aclvective fluxes. In 
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the Southern Ocean, the mesoscale eddy field has a significant effect on the circulation 

and advection of tracers , which means we are most likely modelling this part of the system 

more accurately than previous studies. 

In conclusion, we have shown that small atmospheric warming perturbations , in ad

dition to freshwater perturbations , can induce Southern Ocean surface cooling, linked to 

the shutdown process of the abyssal overturning cell. We hypothesise that a significant 

co1nponent of such processes 1nay be responsible for the recent observed surface cooling 

and freshening trends south of 50°S in the Southern Ocean. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

This research presented in this thesis has deepened our understanding of the role of the 

Southern Ocean circulation in the global climate system. 

The major research findings are: 

1. Buoyancy forcing plays a dominant role in setting the strength of the upper over

turning circulation in the Southern Ocean. 

The implication of this result is that the increase in Southern Ocean upwelling fol

lowing glacial periods may have been driven by enhanced surface temperatures or 

freshwater fluxes , rather than enhanced wind stress. Predicted changes in future 

heat and freshwater fluxes over the Southern Ocean may also contribute to enhanced 

upwelling. 

2. Eddy saturation is more complete than eddy compensation. The upper overturning 

cell responds significantly more to wind stress perturbations compared with the ACC 

transport. 

The upper overturning cell is therefore likely to increase in response to present and 

future changes in wind stress. 

3. Eddies play a critical role in present-day mid-depth Southern Ocean heat uptake. 

Enhanced air-sea heat flux drives ocean warming through a decrease in the isopycnal 

temperature gradient and hence in the upward eddy heat transport. Enhanced wind 

stress drives a transient ocean cooling, due to a faster response of the upward eddy 

heat transport compared with the mean downward heat transport. 

4. The recent sea surface temperature cooling trend south of 50°S in the Southern 

Ocean is consistent with a slowdown of the lower overturning cell , driven by a com

bination of increased heat and freshwater fluxes south of the ACC. 
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6.2 Future directions 

\Yhile this research h as in1pro\·ed our dynan1ical understanding of the Southern O cean 

circula tion response . there ren1ain 111any questions ye t to b e ansv,rered. 

6.2.1 Ocean-atmosphere coupling 

This thesis has exclusively 111ade use of idealised ocean-only nln11erical 111odels. Idealised 

111odels have the advantage of p ennitting precise control over atn1ospheric forcing and 

a llo,,·ing dynan1ical processes to b e disentangled with relative ease . Hov.rever : these 111odels 

are not able to sin1ula.t e the exact quantitative response of the Southern Ocean to changing 

forcing. The results of Chapters 2 and 3 indicate that the upper overturning cell is sensitive 

to both \\·ind stress and buo:yancy forcing p erturbations. and a lso highlight the need for 

resolving the eddy fi eld. 

The n ext step in refining our understanding of the sensitivity of the Southern O cean 

overturning is to investigat e the effects of atn1osphere-ocean feedbacks . Chapters 2 and 3 

applied independent prescribed ch anges in the surface buoyancy and vvind forcing. How

ever. the atn1osphere-ocean int eract ion is not a one-,vay mechanism. and changes in the 

o\·erturning \\·ill alter the local atmospheric state and may lead to potentially significant 

feedbacks on the ocean circulation. Son1e of these feedbacks have b een investigat ed in 

coarse resolution coupled 111odels (Sen Gupta and England. 2006: D elworth and Zeng: 

2008) . but not yet in eddy resoh ·ing coupled models. 

Southern H en1isphere buoyancy forcing and wind stress are a lso not independent of 

on e another and changes in different con1ponents of the for cing 111ay b e correla t ed with one 

another. For exan1ple . D o,\·nes and Hogg (2013) found tha t the si1nula t ed effect s of future 

\vind stress and buoyancy for cing changes on the ACC transport in the C).IIP5 coupled 

111oclels la rgely con1p ensat e each other. r esulting in a n et ,veak sensiti\·it:,·. It is unclea r 

ho,,· interactions b et,,·een buoyancy and \\·incl s tress forcing ,vill influence the overturning 

circulation . Ho,-:ever. it is p ossible that the 111oclelled sensiti\·ity of the Southern O cean 

circula tion to ,-:ind stress shift s 111ay be traceable t o assoc iated ch ange· in buoyancy forcing 

lH irabara et al. . 2007). For exan1ple . ch a nges in \\·ind stre ·s directly influence e\·aporat ion 

and upp er ocean 111ixing rates and indirectly influence the heat fltL'( into the ocean through 

induced ch anges in sea surface t e1nperature . Further re.·earch is required using eddy 

resoh ·ing cou pl eel 111ode ls. 

6.2.2 Detecting change in the Southern Ocean overturning 

One pressing require111 nt for i1nproved int erpretation and prediction of anthropogenic cli-

111 c1. t e ch c1. nge i~ c1. n c1.cclir c1. t e 1nethod of 111easuring changes in thE' Southern OcPan O\·erturn

ing ci rcu lc1. t io n . The S011t hern O cean carbon sink and global ab_,·ssal ocean heat uptake are 

do~eh· t ied to the stren~t h of the upper a nd lo,-:er o,·erturning cells respecti\·el:,·. Ho,ve\·er 

y,:e cu1Tent h · h c1, ·e no acc ura te 1nct hod fo r d et ecting o\·erturning change in the Southern 

Occ;Jn. 
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As outlined in Chapter 1, several studies have suggested that the upper overturning 

circulation may have increased in response to enhanced ·westerly winds over the last several 

decades (Le Quere et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2012; vVaugh et al. , 2013). These studies 

used indirect 1nethods based on changes in CO2 and chlorofluorocarbon concentrations. 

However the tracer concentration data is spatially and temporally limited to a few Southern 

Ocean hydrographic sections, leading to large uncertainties in the inferred overturning 

changes. As a result , these present methods are too imprecise to conclusively demonstrate 

whether or not the upper overturning circulation has changed over recent decades. 

A more precise method may be possible based on analysis of temperature and salinity 

data, which is far more comprehensive than tracer data due to additional observations 

fro1n remote sensing floats , as well as ship-based data. Changes in the strength of the 

overturning circulation should result in distinct spatial patterns of change in temperature 

and salinity in the Southern Ocean. In an idealised modelling study, Xie and Vallis (2012) 

have shown that at least half of the spatial pattern of ocean temperature anomaly may be 

explained by ocean circulation changes , as opposed to passive heat uptake by a fixed ocean 

circulation. It is possible that numerical modelling studies could be used to identify the 

particular spatial patterns of temperature and salinity anomalies associated with a change 

in the overturning circulation. Niapping these patterns onto the observational data ·would 

then allovv separation of the temperature and salinity trends into a component arising 

directly from surface buoyancy forcing changes and a component giving a quantitative 

estimate of overturning change. The cooling trend linked to the eddy response identified 

in Chapter 4 i1nplies that an eddy resolving model would be needed for such a study. 

6.2.3 How eddy saturated is the ocean? 

Eddy permitting and eddy resolving modelling studies agree that the response of the upper 

overturning circulation to increased vvind stress far exceeds the response of the ACC trans

port (Chapter 3; Dufour et al., 2012; JVIunday et al., 2013). Hovvever the range of modelled 

sensitivities for the ACC transport is large; varying fro1n no transport change (Nieredith 

and Hogg, 2006 ; Niunday et al. , 2013) to a 25-30% increase in ACC transport (Chapter 3; 

Jones et al., 2011) for a doubling of wind stress. Other eddy permitting modelling studies 

include a latitudinal ·wind stress shift and hence are not directly comparable, but predict 

a 5-10% increase in ACC transport for similar wind stress perturbations (Farneti et al. , 

2010; Dufour et al. , 2012). The majority of research on the ACC transport sensitivity to 

wind stress has focused on the effect of changing model resolution. However, the results 

of Chapter 3 and Niunday et al. (2013) indicate that an eddy permitting resolution may 

be sufficient and that further increases in resolution have limited effect on the transport 

response to increasing wind stress. Instead , the vvide range of ACC transport sensitivities 

may be linked to other factors in the setup of these model experiments, such as topography 

( flat botton1 or Drake Passage sill; straight southern boundary or Antarctic peninsula) , 

quasigeostrophic or pri1nitive equation model formulation , atmospheric coupling, northern 

overturning closure method , etc. Future advancements in our understanding of the ACC 
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will require a comprehensive exploration of the effect of a wide range of experimental 

parameters on the ACC transport sensit ivity. 

6.2.4 Improved observations 

The research presented in th is thesis is useful largely because the observational record in 
the Southern Ocean is so short and sparse; numerical modelling studies are the predomi
nant way to esti mate and interpret changes in t he ocean circulation. Even if observations 

can not be expanded sufficient ly to directly measure change in the Southern Ocean circu

lation , improvements would greatly help to constrain modelling estimates. 

Knowledge of the time mean surface buoyancy forcing over the Southern Ocean is 

particularly lacking (Bourassa et al., 2013). Water mass form ation rates are strongly 
dependent on surface buoyancy forcing , yet different reanalyses and flux products do 

not even agree on the sign of the buoyancy fluxes over large regions of t he Southern 

Ocean (Cerovecki et al. , 2011 ). Accurate predictions of future changes in the overturning 
circulation driven by changes in buoyancy forcing are t herefore near impossible. 

Chapter 5 highlights the urgent need for improved transport measurements in the 

AABW overturning cell pathways and formation regions. The lower overturning cell may 
have decreased in strength over recent decades and the modelling study in Chapter 5 

indicates that temperature and salinity observations are consistent with t his hypothesis . 

A slowdown of the lower overturning may have significant consequences on abyssal ocean 
heat uptake and the melt rate of Antarctic ice sheets . Improved observations of the lower 

overturning cell transport are t herefore critical for reducing uncertainty in fu ture sea level 
rise. 

One final observational domain that could be improved is t he spatial and temporal 

coverage of ocean chemical tracer concentrations. Ship-based tracer measurements are 
currently the most reliable method of estimat ing changes in the upper overturning cell 

and Southern Ocean carbon sink. However, a remote observing system of biogeochemical 
profiling floats (Juranek et al. , 2011) has been proposed and would greatly reduce t he 
uncertainty on overturning and air-sea carbon flux trends. 
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